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ABSTRACT

This study presents an overview of quantitative research investigating
relationships between dimensions of occupational justice and burnout as antecedents to
competency in staff from small and medium sized businesses. 350 Bangkok, Thailand,
respondents were selected using purposive sampling. They represent a broad
demographic from the human service industry in Thailand’s growing middle class
population of professionals that experience both high levels of occupational justice and
burnout.
Study instruments include a questionnaire developed to measure competency
alongside previously tested measures in burnout and in human capabilities to gauge
occupational justice. Occupational justice was measured against competency with job
burnout serving as a moderator. Moderated multiple regression (MMR) analysis tested
factor interaction and hypotheses at greater than .05 statistically significant levels.
Research findings show significant correlation between high levels of
occupational justice and competency while reduced levels of burnout reduced
competency. However, high levels in either competency or occupational justice did not

	
  

reduce levels of burnout, especially if both were present in an individual.
This study seeks to improve how businesses should evaluate their workforce with
environmental scans to identify and prevent faults that may hinder their organization. It
aims to initiate dialogue on workplace dissonance from continuous negative spillover
propagated by occupational injustices. The scope of the study focuses on safeguarding
human capital to maintain workforce wellbeing. Such methodology will assist in
developing worker dependent systems and businesses that promote optimal work
behavior.
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The subject of this study was of particular interest to me as a marginalized
individual without roots or family to lean on. In developing this study and simultaneously
funding my academic endeavors, I saw little of who I wanted to be while constantly being
reminded of the unyielding accumulation of time stressed pressure. Being from Japan,
while living in Thailand as an American, makes me a culturally absent person - This
creates for difficulties when conveying subtleties in emotion and thoughts to others when
necessary. Apart from being alone in some of my thoughts, the situation has left me
slightly displaced as a person in accordance to policy – I tend to lack the proper personal
documentation no matter the country I’m in. In this way I am limited with where I may
go and what I can do. Indeed, my quality of life is affected by the complex structures that
govern and comprise society and citizenship. I do not personally have a country to which
I can call home, to which I can be integrated into a social system and be accepted.
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With great situational irony regarding burnout, this research was conducted to
help me understand such instances as I coped to keep up with studies while sustaining a
respectable and upstanding social status abroad. Interestingly, one specific consequence
of lacking personal roots is the difficulty in conveying to employers or potential love
interests an intention of staying in country. In general, most people are uninterested in the
amount of trust and investment required in dealing with you. Despite these types of
setbacks, I am intent on remaining high-spirited and working towards an education that I
believe will narrow the gap to my future goals. Fortunately for your author, over the
course of this study, I was able to learn a little more about proper work-life balance. Most
importantly that it requires a good amount of time solely dedicated to reflect on the
appreciation of life itself and for what things in it are cared for most in a contemplative
manner.
I set out writing this paper with curiosity and interest on how the individual
citizen is connected with their environments within a social construct. Thus, over the
course of my studies, I coped with my personal losses, illness, mental fatigue and injuries
incurred from lack of resources with good humor and pharmaceuticals. I intend to look
back on it all and laugh; as I am hopeful that everything is funnier in hindsight. I’m
confident that this study will serve as a step forward in a personal search on how to
balance variables like work, and the other necessary social expectations, within a life
worth living.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

1.1 Rationale and Problem Statement
Occupational Justice and Burnout are overlapping key factors in maintaining the
work-life-balance, the preferred state of equilibrium in an individual able to cope with the
demands or stressors of both their personal and professional life (Karakus, Ustuner, &
Toprak, 2014). Balancing work and life professionally has become increasingly difficult
due to technological advancements and the replacement of staff by automation. This has
left today’s workforce less specialized and more distracted by social and personal
problems.
In business, technological advancements are a great way to stay ahead in any
industry, but only if the staff understands how to properly implement them. Leading
workplaces like Zappos, the online shop, understands this and instead focuses on
employees and environments, to cultivate staff efficacy with impressive results (Galluci,
2011). Sadly, it is still common for managers to corner employees into occupations that
prevent them from doing well while the employees themselves often commit to stressful
work behaviors, due to market competitiveness, favoring trends in workaholism (Dennis
& Gitlow, 2012). Poor decisions from both sides indicate deficient social environments
that feature a ceaseless need to increase new skill loads on an already overworked and
overburdened workforce. These poor decisions are symptoms of an overabundance of
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technology and a workforce operating under systems of duress, leading to substandard
competency, decisions, products and services.
This study investigates these systems to review negative impacts on work
environments and how much competency is then retained in an organization. In order to
better a workforce, businesses stands to benefit the use of social systems with the fewest
obstacles experienced where people are fit to exploit technologies at their fullest (Talks at
Google. 2014).
Regrettably, wherever there is economic development burnout soon follows and
we will soon see this here in Thailand. In an age full of technology, businesses stand to
benefit from systems where people are fit to exploit technologies at their fullest (Talks at
Google. 2014; Schaufeli, Leiter, & Maslach, 2009). It is imperative that we conduct
studies now in developing countries that evaluate motivations, performance and
competencies in today’s tech rich work and social environments.
This is especially true for Thailand today as current policy is being employed to
grow its tech sector and attract large foreign investment from Giants like Amazon and
Alibaba. Bangkok, as an international hub, is positioned uniquely at the center of South
East Asia (SEA) and is seen as the doorway to this developing open market. Tech
opportunity like this increases attempts at social mobility by attracting individuals or
employers that race head first into such enterprise without accounting for any mental
hygiene for their staff or how to cope in such industries prone to high levels of burnout.
Professionals in such industries of high stress often suffer decision burnout from a lack of
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routine and high levels of interaction with others. Examples would be education,
hospitality, web development and service-based professionals.
In order to retain valuable talent, modern businesses must be able to evaluate the
health of their workforce competency. This is especially important now as millennials
and those growing up with technology hold different work values and expectations than
previous generations (Leiter, Jackson, & Shaughnessy, 2009). This is critical for any
future business strategy, as millennials are the generation with the most technological
skills. (Meriac, Woehr, & Banister, 2010). Summarily, in order to remain relevant,
organizations will need to implement steps towards improving systemic social problems
of occupational work environments.
This study seeks to investigate a range of internationally exposed, middle class
individuals working stressful jobs in human services that drive economic growth in
Bangkok, Thailand. It aims to establish a framework of relationship between social issues
and Thailand’s business competency alongside how Thai competency itself is altered
through social environments. This is one of the first studies to fill the current literature
gap in finding and evaluating alternative ways to promote and identify competency.

1.2 Objectives of Study
In order to improve current occupational environments towards competency, the
following study constructs an outline and scale of employee competency. It investigates
relationships between occupational justice and job burnout as antecedents to competency.
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The following research defines these three dimensions, the links between them and the
variables in which they are comprised of, so as to establish a framework of concepts.
With this framework, the study measures levels of each dimension to place an
occupational lens over businesses in Thailand. This is done in order to examine hidden
business costs to competency in relation to instances of poor occupational justice and
burnout as corollary to injustices. Lastly, the final objective of the study narrows the
literature gap regarding occupational justice and its relation to promoting human capital
to increase job competency in business.

1.3 Scope of Study
In fulfilling objectives, the scope of the study outlines three fields of study to
serve as dimensions that impact levels of competency in relation to the social
environment of an organization. These dimensions are observed as occupational justice,
job burnout, and occupational competency. To examine the health of occupational
environments and their impact to business, levels of competency are compared against
levels of occupational justice through a human capabilities approach. The comparison is
then moderated by a third dimension of job burnout to verify relations. Measuring each
dimension in a workforce sample and plotting out results is then conducted to gauge
associations. Respondents are scored based on scales from each dimension posed to them
through a questionnaire. Therein, each item determines their levels of burnout and job
competency through a lens of occupational justice. These results can then be evaluated
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for any environmental faults that affect the workforce the most. Lastly, findings can then
be operationalized by organizations to take actions towards improving workforce efficacy
by altering environments or perceptions.

1.4 Research Questions
This study looks to investigate the impact of associations and correlations
between Occupational Justice, Job Competency and Job Burnout as a Moderator.
OJ = Occupational Justice, B = Burnout, and C = Competency.
The following are the research questions highlighted in this thesis:
H1: Do high levels of OJ, increase levels of C and vice versa?
H2: Do high levels of OJ, reduce levels of B and vice versa?
H3: Do high levels of B, reduce levels of C and vice versa?
H4: Do high levels of B and low levels of OJ, reduce levels of C?
H5: Do high levels of OJ and low levels of B, increase levels C?

1.5 Significance of the Study
By filling the literature gap in latent business costs through burnout and
competency, the study inspects what the most competent employees are faced with
regarding stress and occupational justice. Better understanding will build better strategy
and actions towards practices in employee promotions, hiring, policy development, and
maintenance of an efficient healthy workforce. This study examines what occupational
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justices are afforded to the average citizens in the service industry with access to more
resources to impact and shape the community or market. This study’s importance lies in
the fact that economic development generally pushes steers nations towards becoming
service-based.
Contributions to the literature in occupational justice and human capabilities,
regarding business, will serve as a foundation for future studies and investigative works.
More importantly, the study initiates dialogue on the quality of life years (QALYs) in
communities at work and provides businesses with an alternative means of promoting
workforce efficacy for the sake of the employee. In an age of digital transparency this is a
favorable means towards being self-serving while serving others.
Theoretical implications provide insight towards emerging fields of analysis
dedicated to the developing procedures to determine business value based on the welfare
and competency of the individuals who generate organizational worth. Therefore, points
of consideration should be paid to workforce values, which can be leveraged by future
businesses to maximize efficacy. Human capital is an issue of particular interest for
Southeast Asia in lieu of the oncoming shift towards the (ASEAN) agenda and the
corresponding tech service oriented market.

	
  

	
  
CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Related Literature and Previous Studies
Steady succession into the 21st century has firmly altered the global socio-cultural
concept of fulfillment. The progressive worldwide market shift into a service economy
has brought about negative social developments to pave the way for a blanket culture of
burnout far and wide (Schaufeli, Leiter, & Maslach, 2009.)
The European Mental Health Agenda of the European Union (EU) acknowledges
the significance of mental health disorders in EU workplaces. Elizabeth Townsend details
that it is estimated, that at any given moment, 20% percent of the adult workforce
experiences complications from issues in mental health due to occupational justice.
Further, negative trends in mental health are only expected to rise over time as market
behavior becomes more competitive, technology faster, and globalization is faced head
on (Townsend, 2012; World Health Organization, 2000).
Smart businesses understand that employees dependent on the performance of
coworkers suffering from burnout or occupational injustice, experience a severe
reduction in time management and productivity on the job. Therefore, strategic
businesses now look towards conducting environmental scans, not only to promote the
wellbeing of current employees but, to attract or retain better talent and keep employees
motivated (Taneja, 2013; Dennis & Gitlow, 2012). It is understood in today’s work
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climate, that talented millennials are less likely to settle for inadequate levels of
occupational justice that produce stress. Therefore, a lens of occupational justice in is
sorely needed to avoid staff burnout and encourage high-level business competency.
The following literature review is an approach to observing environments through
individual capabilities in order to outline occupational justice in relation to job burnout
and job competency. It goes on to cover each of these dimensions by breaking down their
components and defining meanings in order to clarify the relevance to business and the
study. The research here is presented to clarify how individuals experience and conduct
work tasks with the occupational rights that are afforded to them. This is done to establish
a structured outline of thought for businesses to survey for occupational justice within
environments. Significance lies in the ability to then alter environments to increase
business competency based on findings.
The study begins by covering the field of Occupational Justice by defining terms.
This research will assist in illustrating a clearer picture of, what it entails, its origins, its
importance, case studies and examples of how it can be put to use for business. Before
proceeding, it is should be understood that the term “occupation” is broad in meaning as
it refers to any activities to which a person engages in order to tend to matters of life.

2.2 Occupation
Occupations are activities that hold personal meaning and allow for social
inclusion. They are anything from socializing, maintaining hygiene, personal
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development, leisure, and so forth (Creek, Lougher, 2008). Notwithstanding, the term
occupation within this study will generally references terms of employment and
occupations of the workplace. Correspondingly, it should be kept in mind that context,
environments, and perceptions spill over from one occupation to another imposing
influence and change. Variables exhibited as matters of circumstance or personal
disposition will affect how occupations are perceived and experienced, thereby affecting
occupational justice.

2.3 Occupational Justice
Occupational justice is an evolving field that encompasses an ethos that all people
are entitled to meaningful and engaging occupations. It is founded on the principle that
basic human rights extend towards being able to choose occupations that are free from
instances of mental or physical duress and also lead to fulfillment and self-actualization
(Nilsson, Townsend, 2014). Occupational justice defines what occupational rights
individuals inherently possess.
Occupational justice originates from the developing field occupational therapy.
Occupational therapy uses the principles of basic human occupational rights to assess and
diagnose injustices for matters of employee therapy. Occupational injustices are assessed
and evaluated in order to produce and plan policy for occupational therapists.
Occupational therapy is practiced to assist clients and community towards engaging in
healthy occupations alongside healthy occupational employment (Crepeau, Cohn, &
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Schell, 2003). Healthy occupations are occupations independent from the four major
types of injustices. The four primary injustices stated by Elizabeth Townsend and Ann A.
Wilcock are listed as; occupational imbalance, occupational alienation, occupational
deprivation, and occupational marginalization (Townsend, Wilcock, 2004, p. 80-83). The
study proceeds to cover each category of injustice and defines what they entail starting
with occupational imbalance.
2.3.1 Occupational Imbalance
One of the more common forms of injustice exhibited in the modern workforce is
occupational imbalance. Occupational imbalance occurs when individuals experience one
of the following three instances of, un-occupation, under-occupation, and overoccupation. Cases of occupational injustice in employment are demonstrated when
individuals are unable to attain equal incentives or rewards to maintain a healthy life that
matches the amount of work produced (Townsend, 2003). Un-occupied and underoccupied individuals are likely to suffer health and mental issues from the lack of access
to opportunities and resources. Conversely, the over-occupied will incur similar
repercussions to their person but from the inability to properly to tend to personal
occupations and maintain their physiological health (Townsend, Wilcock, 2004).
An unfortunate and more prominent issue regarding occupational injustices is the
tendency in which they regularly overlap one another. It is not uncommon for individuals
to experience multiple forms of injustices simultaneously. Injustices are interconnected
through the aspects that comprise an individual’s life as well as the society in which they
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reside. Beyond the individual, extrinsic physical and social environments contribute to
what views are occupationally acceptable (Hull, 2010; Kantartzis, Molineux, 2012).
Access to personal and socially acceptable occupations is required for occupationally just
environments. Injustices occur when inadequate measures of meaningful environments
and social experiences are recognized. Occurrences of restricted meaningful social
experiences can skew reflections on personal meaning and propagate notions of
occupational alienation.
2.3.2 Occupational Alienation
Occupational alienation is characterized as an observed extended experience of
isolation and constraint set into an individual’s sense of identity, perception of life and or
their self worth. Occupational alienation occurs when individuals are extricated from
their sense of personal roots and preoccupied in repetitive menial tasks. Specifically,
tasks in which there is little to no enrichment of personal development (Barnes, 2000). It
is defined as experiencing meaninglessness through occupation (Bryant, 2009).
Occupational injustices affect all manors of society. Alienation especially is an
injustice that affects both the managerial and labor workforce. This is a result of concepts
of alienation being subject to perspective on what is meaningful occupation and what is
not. Occupational alienation can be lightly illustrated as an engagement to a demeaning
position like record filing for minimum wage. Similarly, an overtly extreme case of
alienation can be observed in undocumented migrant workers under forced labor in
foreign territories (Townsend, Wilcock, 2004). A major antecedent to this injustice is the
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complete disconnection of identity. However, this is far from the only injustice that
forced labor may impose.
2.3.3 Occupational Deprivation
Occupational deprivation is a state of prolonged exclusion from necessary
occupations due to factors beyond a person’s control. Factors may consist of items
likened to workplace discriminatory injustices. Basis for exclusions concern bio-genetic
traits referring to, gender, sexual orientation, and age, as well as other socio-physical
traits including national origin, religious ties, access to education, physical location and
so on (Townsend, & Wilcock, 2004). An overlooked factor of occupational deprivation is
geographic location. Indeed, there exist intrinsically socially restricted people kept from
participating in meaningful occupations simply on the basis of their origins (Whiteford,
2003). Additionally, its found that those deemed of low social equity, such as the
displaced or disabled in society, are the most affected by occupational injustices
(Kronenberg, & Pollard, 2005). Injustices would be difficult to impose if meaningful
occupations and resources were demographically and geographically evenly distributed.
Societies and communal perspectives largely govern opportunities and shape resources
citizens have access to. Therefore, society as a whole, largely dictates what options
individuals are allowed to choose from. This much seen in how occupational
marginalization imposes injustice.
2.3.4 Occupational Marginalization
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The occupational injustice of marginalization deals with the capacity at which

individuals are able to influence the minute choices and options of what occupations they
are able to engage in. Marginalization presents itself when individuals are denied the
ability, either by social or communal norms and expectations, of; how, when, where and
with who they can participate in occupations. Oftentimes, marginalization is born of the
subtle but preconceived, socially accepted, underlying notions of inferiority regarding
one demographic in comparison to a more dominant group (Roberts, Swanson, &
Murphy, 2004). Hence, today’s persistent generalized attitude that women should not be
the breadwinner in the family. Life choice decisions must always be left to the individual
as the ability to influence choice over occupation maintains mental hygiene in regards to
self-efficacy and proper decision-making (Sprague & Hayes, 2000). Extreme cases of
deliberate marginalization and restriction of choices can be observed within the
occupational injustice of apartheid.
Occupational apartheid exists with traits of occupational deprivation but as a form
of social systemic marginalization that actively hinders and segregates people based on
specific trait demographics from participating in occupations (Hull, 2010). Instances of
occupational apartheid arise when policies or actions are implemented in favor of one
group, which in turn leads to institutionalizing injustices onto a separate group by way of
limiting opportunities or resources (Rudman, 2012). Occupational apartheid demonstrates
that policy scarcely produces clear resolution as to what guidelines will lead to
eradicating injustices. Nevertheless, the fall of inequity does not happen over night and
great strides are indeed being made by raising awareness through dialogue and
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commentary (Townsend, Wilcock, 2004). The literature is generating sound propositions
towards addressing injustices communally from a socio-political and environmental
standpoint. It is up to those of influence to support and forge equal opportunity together
with society as opposed to for society (Kronenberg, 2005).
2.4 Summary of Injustices and rights
Occupational injustices occur when groups of individuals are kept from
experiencing occupational rights, either consciously or through unconscious social
exclusion from engagement in occupations of their community. In sequential order, they
are the right to fair outcome, compensation or rewards for an occupation. Next, there is
the right to participate in occupations in a reasonable and safe manner. Afterwards, we
see the right to self-development through participating in meaningful occupations. Lastly,
individuals have the right to influence choice over occupations and how occupations are
participated in. Complete occupational justice exists when people are afforded
environments with adequate access to support and resources in which to flourish in
meaningful and necessary occupations for themselves and social ties (Townsend, &
Wilcock, 2004: Townsend, 2012).
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Figure 1: Framework of Occupational Justice
Source: Townsend, E.A. (2012). Boundaries and bridges to adult mental health: Critical
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occupational and capabilities perspectives of justice: 2010 Townsend and
Polatajko Lectureship. Journal of Occupational Science, 19, 8-24. DOI:
10.1080/14427591.2011.639723.

2.5 Measuring Occupational Justice
Occupational Justice is a deeply multifaceted field with overlapping concepts that
can be seen in fields of human rights, welfare, and wellbeing (Nussbaum, M. C., 1997;
Maslach, C., Leiter, P.M., Schaufeli,W. 2008; Hammell, K. R. W., & Iwama, M. K.,
2012; Blank, A. A., Harries, P., & Reynolds, F., 2015; ). The prime concern of this study
focuses on measuring the human capital aspect of competency within a business, which is
derived from occupational justice. It looks to developing people as a priority-resource,
which can in turn manage other resources more effectively. In order to do so Elizabeth
Townsend contends that occupational rights must first be evaluated through use of
Amartya Sen’s Capability approach (Binder, Coad, 2010; Townsend, 2012; Babatunde,
2013).
This measure of competence, through occupational justice based on an
individual’s capabilities, is further corroborated by need theory. Created by David
Mclelland, need theory is an important motivational model that explains how the needs
for achievement, power, and affiliation affect the actions of people. McClelland states
that all people have these three types of motivations regardless of age, sex, race, or
culture. The type of motivation by which each individual is driven, is extracted from their
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life experiences and the opinions of their culture. (McClelland, & Burnham, 2008). Need
theory is crucial to understanding that the inclusion of an individual’s occupational
justice and human capabilities must be taken into account when measuring competency
as occupational performance. It could be said that competency is how well an individual
performs or participates while engaged within a given occupation based on capabilities.
Within the field of occupational justice, the capabilities approach has already long
been established as a useful tool in determining, not only occupational rights but,
economic growth as well (Anand, Hunter, Carter, Dowding, Guala, 2007; Anand, Hunter,
Carter, Dowding, Guala, and Van Hees, 2009). The framework for capabilities has
widely been used since the beginning of the nineties in development economics and was
a factor leading to the introduction of the Human Development Index, part of the human
development report, by the United Nations. This is an index that measures levels of
national development using composite statistical information of national income,
education and life expectancy (Wikipedia, United Nations Development Programme;
Human development index).
The capability approach is grounded firmly in the literature as a reliable index for
economic growth through human capital. Building human capital is determined by the
amount of active interest and investment towards building a society that is capability
empowered (Forgeard, Jayawickreme, Kern, & Seligman, 2011). High levels of
capability indicate a strong emphasis towards human capital, wellbeing and occupational
justice.
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From measurements of capabilities, we are able to measure occupational justice.

Capabilities are defined as the multiple combinations of actions or purposes a person is
suited for, which creates possibilities to achieve individual favorable outcomes based on
personal and external factors (Wikipedia, Capability Approach). When measuring for
capabilities, levels of occupational justice that are afforded to individuals can be
determined through patterns of exclusion and discrimination. These patterns are
important issues that greatly effect productivity and efficacy. Identifying these negative
environmental occupations or social injustice patterns can be determined through a
capabilities approach of examining for exclusion (Townsend, & Marval, 2013). These
patterns are constructed when larger more relevant groups in society perceive
investments in human capital into smaller groups as irrelevant since they appear to not
pay off immediately when compared to others. Therefore, they are less likely to invest in
human capital. Due to this lower investment, the discrimination will either persist or
increase as statistical rationality increases in mass perception. Because of this effect,
investments decrease, and so forth in a cyclical fashion (Caputo, 2002).
The capabilities approach to measuring occupational justice is the most desirable
way for examining social issues of inclusion and exclusion, alongside justice and
injustice regarding entitlement to occupational rights. Both fields of capabilities and
occupational justice are concerned with what defines entitlement to opportunity in order
to realize occupational possibilities (Aldrich, & Dickie, 2012; Townsend, & Marval,
2013). The Gross National Product alone should not be the measure of national
development as it is a poor indicator for innovation and economic sustainability. The
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economy and culture are made available through the methods and actions of engagement,
which then become the ideal norm within a specific socio-historical context of a region
(Nussbaum, 2006b; Nussbaum, 2011; Townsend, 2012; Forgeard, Jayawickreme, Kern,
& Seligman, 2011). Ultimately, the assessment of economic development cannot be
divorced from the lives of the people that comprise it (Sen, 2005; Stiglitz, Sen, &
Fitoussi, 2009). While there are other indicators of social progress, the capabilities
framework complements the current Framework of Occupational Justice. As a
particularly vocal proponent of the capabilities approach, Nussbaum (2006a) Introduced
10 categories of human and social development in what she calls the Central Human
Capabilities Framework (CHCF)
The CHCF is the most categorical summary of the capabilities approach,
consisting of categories in; Life, Bodily Health, Bodily Integrity, Senses, Imagination &
Thought, Emotions, Practical Reason, Affiliation, Other Species, Play, and Control over
One’s Environment (Nussbaum, 2006a; Townsend, 2012). The reckoning of capabilities
comes in two parts; first it inspects the capacity and opportunities to freedom, secondly, it
looks to the substantive freedom to pursue different functioning combinations (Sen,
2005).
Summarily, the defining trait of the capabilities approach denotes a person's
opportunity and ability to generate valuable and meaningful outcomes, taking into
account relevant personal characteristics and external factors (Kaslow, Grus, Campbell,
Fouad, Hatcher, & Rodolfa, 2009). This definition highlights availability to opportunity
and the freedom to engage in opportunity as wished. Current social perception observes
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freedom as having value only as an instrument (value as a means to an end) with no
intrinsic value (value in and of itself) to a person's wellbeing. This viewpoint only values
an individual’s set of capabilities as their personal combination of functions. This does
not recognize the entirety of what a person is capable of doing and their resulting current
state due to the nature of the options available to them. Consequently, capability outlined
by this approach is not merely concerned with ability but rather the freedom of choice in
and of itself, which directly affects a person's quality of life (Wikipedia, Capability
Approach; Sen, A. 2005; Anand, Hunter, Carter, Dowding, Guala, 2007; Anand, Hunter,
Carter, Dowding, Guala, and Van Hees, 2009)
Research in the field of occupational justice has lead to the development of the
ICECAP-A in the UK. The ICECAP-A (ICEpop CAPability measure for Adults) is a
measure of capability for the general adult population, eighteen and over, for use in
economic evaluation. The ICECAP-A indices are based on five dimensions of wellbeing
identified during qualitative research conducted in search of attributes for a generic
quality of life measure for older people. (King 2014; Coast, et al., 2008b; Al-Janabi &
Coast, 2009; Al-Janabi, Flynn, & Coast, 2012). Interestingly, this previous study on older
people, observed attributes for wellbeing to be founded on ability to pursue and achieve
potentiality, and that loss of ability to pursue attributes reduced and limited wellbeing.
These findings on the central importance of abilities to achieve attributes of wellbeing led
researchers to link their work with the Capabilities wellbeing literature (Al-Janabi, Peters,
Brazier, Bryan, Flynn, Clemens, Moody, Coast, 2013). It should be understood and made
clear that what is being measured are perceptions and that these will indeed fluctuate
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through time and from person to person. What is most important is evidence of the active
pursuit of homeostatic levels from a community or individual. Measuring capabilities
against competency and burnout will reveal whether HR has hired the right person with
an overall mindset for the job. Conversely, It will also reveal whether R&D efforts are
enough to influence worker efficacy. Competency rests upon individuals but is only
cultivated in better occupationally inclusive environments.
In conclusion, stress from discrimination and exclusion can lead a workforce to
poor levels of wellbeing through experience (Anand, Hunter, & Smith, 2005). Systems of
discrimination and injustice impose occupational stress as well as the negative symptoms
associated with it onto workers (Ongori, Agolla, 2008, Babatunde, 2013). This reduces an
individual’s ability to operate, behave and think competently. Taking into account human
and social development, measuring for capabilities and the capabilities approach provides
a better view of economic health. If human capital and competency is to be promoted,
assertive businesses must identify what resources workers lack. In businesses the
capabilities approach can be leveraged to assess whether levels of occupational rights will
adequately correspond with policies developed. Doing so prevents failure due to human
behavior, actions, and social expectations (Stiglitz, Sen, & Fitoussi, 2009). While
resources will not always be abundant or available, it is possible to mitigate potential
fallout of poor occupational justice with the correct set of tools for diagnosis and
treatment.
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2.6 Importance of Occupational Justice Regarding Business.
People are creatures of occupation by nature. Because life is an aggregate of
occupations, they contribute to a significant function of physical and mental wellness.
Occupations reflect experience that in turn builds identity and the basis for overall selfconcept (Blank, Harries, Reynolds, 2014). Individuals are particularly defined by
occupations of meaningful employment that provide enrichment and structure to their
lives (World Health Organization, 2000). However, occupations can also impose distress
on individuals depending on the context or environment in which these are experienced
(Travis, 2006). Thus, the interest in the set of employee occupations is seen as a
prerequisite form of corporate social responsibility.
By examining occupational justice afforded to employees, businesses can better
understand the caveats of physiological hygiene behind the occupations undertaken by
organization personnel (Barbara, Larson, Melanie, 2009). Through awareness of
occupational rights, organizations are able to reflect on the today’s growing business
costs accrued from illnesses in the health and mental welfare of staff. The European
Mental Health Agenda of the European Union (EU) now acknowledges the significance
of mental health disorders in EU workplaces. In detail, it is estimated that at any given
moment, twenty percent of the adult workforce experiences complications from issues in
mental health due to occupational injustice (Townsend, 2012; World Health
Organization, 2000). Negative trends in mental health are only expected to rise over time
as market behavior becomes more competitive, technology faster, and globalization is
faced head on.
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More than ever, a lens of occupational justice is needed for current work

practices. Practicing preventative measures serves to gain new perspective on how
organizations might build new models of business and look to the future. Prepared
employers and business leaders will recognize an open interest in what occupational
rights are experienced by employees so as to promote a healthier workforce. Personnel of
sound body and mind experience increases in productivity, as they are more focused,
retentive, and competent at their tasks of employment. Lesser obvious gains are seen in
decreases in turnover, absenteeism, accidents, theft, and other trends in negative
workplace behavior (Travis, 2006). Workers that are healthy and mentally sound are
more profitable to businesses.
Applying occupational justice is a cogent part of developing a modern business
strategy. It serves to identify potential or existing drawbacks within organizational or
external environments (Taneja, 2013). Assessment of this information can be used to
adjust actions to decrease costs and risks on a variety of levels. Costs from injuries or
illnesses sustained from a single individual, as a result of poor occupation engagement,
affects the productivity of those around them. Businesses requiring constant connectivity
to mobile phones or other technologies may cause depression and other mental illnesses
in staff, which will impede progress in the long run (Thomée et al., 2011). As a corollary,
colleagues dependent on the performance of the unwell, experience a sever reduction in
time management and productivity on the job.
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2.7 Introduction to Job Burnout
Businesses must now look towards conducting environmental scans of
occupational justice, not only to promote employee wellbeing but also to attract or retain
better talent and keep employees motivated (Taneja, 2013; Dennis, & Gitlow, 2012).
New businesses understand that as markets expands, so do the number of employers.
Workers are now offered more selection in terms of employers to choose from. Talented
workers are unable to flourish and less likely to settle in inadequate occupational
environments where burnout is an overlapping theme to the work experience. From
hereon the study inspects the importance of maintaining work related wellbeing in terms
of burnout. It covers the impact job burnout plays in modern work environments
alongside aspects, symptoms, and antecedents to burnout. Attention is focused towards
actions being taken and what the existing implications are.

2.8 Stress
In reviewing job burnout, it is understood that excess stress is an antecedent that
must first be inspected. Stress is the body’s normal psychological and physiological
reaction towards an instance that demands heightened attention or action as a response
(Topper, 2007). This reaction is wrought by experiences of environmental actions,
external stimulus, or internal information processed. Experiences that incur stress are
called stressors, which bring about the two forms stress: eustress, or positive stress, and
negative distress (Selye, 1987; Healey, & Walker, 2009).
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The general perception of stress in today’s social context is associated with the

distress and perceived as detrimental. However, the phenomenon of stress itself is neutral
as the experience of stress exacts a biologically vital role in life (Ongori, Agolla, 2008).
Positive stress (or eustress) serves as the primary means for the body to keep safe.
Indeed, it aids in maintaining an individual’s energy, focus and pay attention (Motowidlo,
Manning, Packard, 1986). It maintains the body’s level of awareness and drives us to take
action in the present or propels us forward to avoid difficulty in the future (Rothmann,
2008). However, it should be noted that even surpluses of eustress would accumulate
until inability to cope, which then leads to negative distress.

2.9 Occupational Stress
Stress, stressors, and stress matters concerning the role of occupations of the
workplace are occupational stress. Occupational stress can be defined as stress that brings
about mental and cognitive discord due to a lack of ability to address or properly cope
with imposed demands of an occupation (Topper, 2007; Ongori, Agolla, 2008). Coping is
the unique means or strategy in which resources are employed to manage mental and
physical demands caused by stressors for relief. Certain individuals are able to cope
better as levels of tolerance vary (Healey, & Walker, 2009). Interactions of demands,
resources, rewards, and efforts exerted of occupational stress are perceived through the
ability to cope (Van Vegchel, de Jonge, Landsbergis, 2005). This ability is a direct
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predecessor as to whether job burnout is experienced at the workplace (Stinchcomb,
2004). Large quantities of stress resulting in heightened levels of demand on an
individual, not only lead to job burnout, but also place an individual’s wellbeing at risk
(Van Vegchel, de Jonge, Landsbergis, 2005).

2.10 Job Burnout
Job burnout is an accumulation to chronic, or high level exposure to occupational
stressors that affect an individual’s wellbeing and performance at work. Previously,
burnout had been thought to be only associated with social occupations involving high
levels of interaction with others (Maslach, Schaufeli, & Leiter, 2001). Previous case
studies of social workers or individuals in service jobs were found more likely to
experience job burnout. It is thought that the false reasoning behind this is accounted by
the higher probability of job burnout being detected by others. It is now understood that
burnout is experienced in any occupations where demands are high and resources are low
alongside occupations with low autonomy and or security (Demerouti, Nachreiner,
Bakker, Schaufeli, 2001; Rafnsdottir, Heijstra, 2009). Job burnout can be depicted as a
corollary of occupational stress. While low levels of job satisfaction, work engagement
and work-role confusion can also be seen to accompany burnout; this research focuses on
burnout as a moderator. The following page demonstrates a model of wellbeing and the
relation of separate but interconnected factors.
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Figure 2: Model of work-related wellbeing
Source: Rothmann, S. (2008). SA Journal of Industrial Psychology, 34 (3), 14 doi:
10.4102/sajip.v34i3.424
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Here, a model of burnout is depicted with its relation to the sub dimensions of
demands and resources within a job are presented for further inspection.

Figure 3: The job demands-resources model of burnout
Source: Demerouti, E. Nachreiner, F. Bakker, B.A. Schaufeli, B.W. (2001). The job
demands resources model of burnout. Journal of Applied Psychology,
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86(3), 499-512.
Figure three illustrates factors of burnout and what sustained negative demands

lead to fatigue, overall distress and cynical outlooks towards occupation. Symptoms of
burnout include, a reduction in efficacy, decrease in motivation, and a dysfunctional
counteractive behavior towards work (Rothmann, 2008). It was previously thought that
burnout was comprised of three dimensions listed as emotional exhaustion,
depersonalization and reduced work efficacy (Maslach & Jackson, 1981). However, it is
currently believed that burnout is comprised of just the two core dimensions of emotional
exhaustion and depersonalization with a corollary effect of reduced work efficacy
(Demerouti, Nachreiner, Bakker, Schaufeli, 2001; Demerouti, Mostert, Bakker, 2010).
Nonetheless, a diminished sense of accomplishment remains largely associated with
competencies and how individuals perform in regards to job burnout. Therefore, it has
been included for further review in the following reading.
2.10.1 Emotional Exhaustion
The first dimension of burnout is emotional exhaustion, which refers to
feelings of a decrease in interest towards matters of work. It is a shortage in emotional
resources to draw from accompanied by extreme fatigue and antipathy towards the job
(Van Horn, Taris, Schaufeli, & Schreurs, 2004). Due to the emotional aspect, it is widely
agreed that there is a link to occupational stressors regarding workload imbalances and
difficulties with roles (Kebelo, 2012). Consequences of burnout include a sense of
heightened irritability, headaches, sleeplessness, and a range of psychosomatic related
illnesses.
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2.10.2 Depersonalization
This dimension of burnout relates to the exhibition of an impersonal and
distanced temperament towards others occupationally involved. Because of low levels of
empathy and compassion, the overall dissenting emotions associated with this dimension
of job burnout are often referred to as cynicism (Stinchcomb, 2004).
2.10.3 Diminished Sense of Personal Accomplishment
Job burnout correlates with a devalued sense of worth and efficacy at work.
The decline of professional behavior is observed alongside the decline in confidence,
problem solving abilities, work competencies, and self-esteem (WILCZEKRUŻYCZKA, JABŁEKA, 2013). This aspect is to be understood to be the end result of
burnout and not a dimension (Demerouti, Mostert, Bakker, 2010).

2.11 Measuring Burnout
Burnout measurement was long formalized by Christina Maslach in gauging
forms of emotional psychosomatic distress through emotional exhaustion,
depersonalization, and a diminished sense of personal accomplishment. The fluctuations
of these orders of internal discourse are a result of exchanges between an individual’s
relations with occupational environments, occupational stressors as well as how
individuals experience and cope with them. Oftentimes burnout is found in service
businesses but not strictly limited to them (Maslach, Jackson, 1981; Maslach, Leiter,
Schaufeli, 2008). Originally the first measures developed by Maslach contained complete
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sets of positive and negatively phrased items, with each dimension leaning solely one
way or the other. Its thought that issues would arise over the likelihood of respondent
answers being lead by imbalances in other measures of burnout
(Demerouti, Mostert, Bakker, 2010). Yet, it should be noted that including positively
framed items might not necessarily be of use when measuring for burnout. Taking into
account current burnout practice, this study employs the use of the Oldenberg burnout
inventory (OLBI) for its ease on respondent fatigue. The OLBI is grounded in theory
utilizing similar constructs to Christina Maslach’s burnout inventory and incorporates
best practices in measuring burnout. Notwithstanding, the OLBI has still proven a
powerful instrument in measuring levels of burnout in respondents and is comparable
other measures (Qiao, Schaufeli, 2011).

2.12 Job Burnout Summary
Job burnout is a form of emotional and psychosomatic distress. It is the result
of exchanges between occupational environments, occupational stressors as well as how
individuals experience and cope with them. Oftentimes burnout is found, but not limited
to, in occupations where individuals work with people and high levels of social exchange
(Demerouti, Nachreiner, Bakker, Schaufeli, 2001). Individuals experiencing job burnout
are susceptible to ill health and a general poor state of physical and mental wellbeing.

2.13 Burnout in Business
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Awareness of job burnout is crucial to keeping a working environment. High

levels of burnout impede progress and reinforce all manors of negative behavior in
workers. It is a syndrome associated with a common array of negative work behaviors
such as absenteeism, turnover, unproductiveness, and so forth.
However, although burnout is a syndrome generally associated with
occupations dealing with people and high impact relations, it is more than just another
cost of business. The cynicism aspect of job burnout alone creates for adverse affects in
customer and clientele relations. Moreover, Internal relations experience dissonance and
break down for suppliers, consultants, banking and other external affiliations necessary
for organizational operations. Negative lapses in behavior results in negligence,
malpractice and or a decline in faith of organizational brand.

2.14 Job Competency Intro
The following portion of the study reviews competency concepts and
definitions of what attributes shape an individual’s best performance. The literature has
always expressed interest in creating models of specificity regarding competency. The
research presented henceforth aims to broaden the scope of competencies beyond core
competencies so as to encompass a multitude of occupations and people through final
performance. It seeks to dismantle defining features of highly competent individuals to
find behaviors that delineate job competency. Lastly, the study covers the importance of
testing next to best practices and methods in measuring competency.
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Table 1: Definitions of Competence Found on the Web
Source: Shavelson, J. R. (2010). On the measurement of competency, Research in
Vocational Education and Training, 2(1), 44.

2.14.1 What is Job Competency

1. Quality of being adequately or well qualified physically and intellectually
wordnetweb.princeton.edu/perl/webwn
2. Standardized requirement for an individual to properly perform a specific job.
It encompasses a combination of knowledge, skills and behavior utilized to
improve performance. en.wikipedia.org/wiki/competence_(human resources)
3. Quality or state of being competent, i.e. able or suitable for general role
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/competence
4. Competent - properly or sufficiently qualified or capable or efficient; a
competent typist wordnetweb.princeton.edu/perl/webwn
5. Competence is the acquisition or knowledge skills and abilities at a level of
expertise sufficient to be able to perform in an appropriate work setting (within or
outside academia)
http://www.qualityresearchinternational.com/glossary/competence.htm
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Figure 4: Framework for Competencies
Source: Campion et al. (2011). DOING COMPETENCIES WELL: BEST PRACTICES
IN COMPETENCY MODELING. Personnel Psychology (64), 232.

2.15 Competency and Measurement
Job competency is defined as an individual’s ability to accomplish a task
(Drisko, 2014). However, the term itself is inclusive to interpretation about the literature
as it is ever-growing in meaning (Straka, 2004; Shavelson, 2010). Currently, it is widely
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understood that competency, as a term, concerns the personal combination of individual
and observable attributes which assists an employee in performance of their job or tasks.
(WashingtonStateHumanResources,hr.wa.gov.WorkforceDataAndPlanningWorkforcePla
nning/WorkforcePlanning/Competencies/Pages/default.aspx). However, David
Mclelland’s Behavioral Event Interview (BEI) has shown that solely measuring on a
basis of one-time standardized constructs does little better than a fifty-fifty chance for
turnover. Additional abstracts like energy, behavior, motivation, and engagement ought
to be factored when assessing future ability to perform.
Understanding competency is an important part of employee management. It is
a way for organizations to cultivate their relevant job information and the skills of their
employees. Moreover, competency provides a way to identify the better performing
individuals from an organization’s workforce. Thereafter, it serves as a means to measure
employee progress levels in order to adjust the occupation to the employee. Aspects like
job grades or salaries can then be fitted to individuals according to their levels of
proficiency (Trinder 2008; Campion et al. 2011). Lastly, competencies provide
definitions and terms of hire for human resources and demonstrate progress in order to
forecast future competencies.
Organizations posses a wide range of definition when it comes to
competencies. Competencies have been measured through a variety of styles while in
search for many different features. Understanding what to look for is widely debated
(Wikipedia, Competence). Therefore, the coding of competencies has always been seen
as an issue of concern. Since time and memorial, organizations have sought to construct a
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definitive guide as to what comprises competent individuals. The earliest records of
competency are noted within the canons of many religious texts. Over time, competencies
have come to be traditionally seen as a set of knowledge, skills, attributes, and others
(KSAO’s) around the end of the nineteenth century. Further investigation lead to the
scrutiny of personality types with one of the earliest sample studies coming from the
AT&T management progress study (Shippmann, Ash, Battista, Carr, Eyde, Hesketh, &
Sanchez, 2000). While there is truth and merit in measuring for KSAO’s and range of
personality traits, it fails to incorporate a dimension of change and flux within the
economics that comprise the individual where competency resides. Competencies must
take the future into consideration. Unfortunately, many businesses still rely purely on
measures of strict and focused competencies pertaining to specific job roles. Therefore,
unique assessments of time and wellbeing must to be taken into account (Campion, Fink,
Ruggeberg, Carr, Phillips, Odman, 2011). Indeed competency should be seen as
fluctuating sets of behavior and strategy on how skills and traits are applied. The reason it
is now viewed in this fashion is due to one American psychologist by the name of David
Mclelland.
In 2002 McClelland was one of the most cited psychologist of the 20th century
by The Review of General Psychology. He is credited for his work in competency
measurement alongside his development of Achievement Motivation Theory and Need
Theory (Wikipedia, David Mclelland). Need theory is an important motivational model
that attempts to explain how the needs for achievement, power, and affiliation affect the
actions of people from a managerial context. Mclelland developed the model in the 1960s
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soon after Maslow’s Hierarchy of needs in the 1940s. McClelland stated that all people
have these three types of motivation regardless of age, sex, race, or culture. The type of
motivation by which each individual is driven is extracted from their life experiences and
the opinions of their culture. Need theory is often taught in classes concerning
management or organizational behavior (Wikipedia, Need Theory). This form of
management is fundamental to understanding that measuring for competency must
include the measurement of capabilities as an indicator of occupational justice in
competency.
In his paper by the same title, a major argument set down by Mclelland is that
testing for intelligence rather than competence is a true indicator of good future job
performance. Thereafter, a shift in the paradigm of what competency meant to
professionals had begun in the 20th century. Still, the notion still holds little traction in
the contemporary workplace. His study results show a final warning that performance
expectations are often skewed when testing solely for momentary specific knowledge or
abilities opposed to intelligence or other character predispositions which truly competent
individuals display. Thereby, Mclelland demonstrates that it is best to test for behavioral
indicators chosen to represent clusters of attributes. Doing so is ideal for measuring and
assessing an individual’s performance levels on the job (McClelland, D. C.,1973).
A layman’s example of this is clearly seen in Warren buffet’s rules for hiring
competent individuals. The most successful investor of the 20th century checks only that
employees possess three attributes. Any of Buffet’s staff must all demonstrate equally
high levels of integrity, intelligence, and energy. Buffet breaks down his reasoning
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empirically and straightforward as to why all three qualities must be had in order to avoid
troubles with any worker’s individual temperaments. The first scenario is seen as a
person of low integrity but high energy and intelligence, which makes for a smart and fast
moving thief. This means that if that same person was of low energy but of high
intelligence and integrity, a mentally stagnant individual would be pronounced, and not
necessarily the engine of growth a business needs to evolve. The last permutation is a
person of low intelligence but high in energy and integrity, which makes for a good
worker but not an innovator (Business Insider, Warren Buffet Hiring Strategy).
This example is a quick and efficient way to filter for hiring personnel, but it
doesn’t scrutinize levels of competency once hired. Moreover, it leaves little for
discussion on how to strategically maintain the levels of these competency attributes.
This study aims to begin this dialogue as well as address the origins from where attributes
stem. Therefore, in order to conduct a full investigative look at competency,
measurement indices are devised to assess attributes of individuals once hired. This
means that cluster attributes must be assigned to performance indicators to assess for
levels of progress and team abilities apart from general current performance levels.
Currently, common organizational assessment indices center on dimensions of
motivation, planning, problem solving, creativity, innovation, communication, flexibility,
leadership, and adaptability. These dimensions are often chosen because they are
representative of ideal clusters of attributes for high performers (Straka, 2004). These
indices represent the right conditions for individual adaptability to learn or appropriate
useful skills in the future. These clusters of attributes and skills can be broken down into
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three groups. The first groups of these skills are seen in mandatory competencies framing
the outline for appropriate ability to function optimally as an individual, in a team or
social situations. The second group is core competencies, which are more focused and
applied towards specific job tasks within a field. The third cluster group is attained
through ability in the first two groups (Trinder, 2008). The optional competency group
represents intelligent thought, rationale, and the ability to guide or advise. Although these
cluster groups loosely mirror Buffet’s three necessary qualities of Integrity, Energy, and
Intelligence, they refine and define specificity to what exactly is expected from
competent staff.
With the ideal cluster groups of attributes categorized into the three
competency classes, Mandatory, Core, and Optional, we still see an inability to account
for all competencies in the contemporary workplace. Modern practices in competency
involve a breadth of knowledge and skills that struggle to keep pace with the amount of
technologically advancement. Thus it is reckoned that workers must be equipped with the
understanding of how to best leverage technology and abstract processes in order to
achieve competency in all fields of business. This must then be added into the
construction of current competency measures. Currently, competency measures are
constructed with indices that observe individual temperaments against cluster groups of
skills, attributes and traits (Shippmann, Ash, Battista, Carr, Eyde, Hesketh, & Sanchez,
2000; Haygroup 2010; United Nations, 2014). Once cluster groups are formally framed
with focused indices, it is possible to attach antecedents of capabilities and needs in order
to produce a finer picture of competent individuals. More importantly, this creates a
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better understanding of how to encourage competency organically by altering
environments.
One of the strongest models for measuring global competency is held by the
United Nations, a strong propagator of the capabilities approach (Nussbaum, 2011).
Competency by the UN standard is broken down into three subsets of skills and attributes
listed as Core values, Core competencies and Managerial Competencies. The first subset
is defined by individual attributes in integrity, professionalism and respect for diversity.
The second is comprised of their core competencies listed as; communication, teamwork,
planning, organization, accountability, creativity, client orientation, commitment to
continuous learning, and technological awareness. The last subset of managerial
Competencies is listed as; Leadership, Vision, Empowering Others, Building Trust,
Managing Performance, Judgments and Decision-making (United Nations, 2014).
Under the predefined concepts, the study inspects Hay Group’s development
processes for insights in modern practices in competency modeling. The renowned global
management-consulting firm is of interest as it represents a successful firm that
specializes in transforming organizations and providing services related to people
strategy. Hay Group stresses a focus on competency criteria of Leadership; Advocating
for Others, Collaboration, Creative, Developing Others, Holding People Accountable,
Leading Others, Problem Solving and Decision Making. By inspecting such indices for
modern strategies in competency evaluation, concepts and patterns emerge when
compared to the United Nations and a Gerald Strakas study of European competencies.
Competency tests repeatedly scrutinize similar indicators regarding cluster groups of
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attributes in motivation and needs theory (Straka, 2004; Haygroup 2010; Campion et al.
2011; United Nations, 2014). Ultimately, competency tests are built upon a three-tier
model foundation of broader competency in; Mandatory Competencies, Core
Competencies and Optional Competencies. While these competencies encompass the
beginnings of a good model, it is important to create additional indices to account for
progress when measuring competency in regards to the modern workplace.

2.16 Summary of Competency Types
Gerald Straka’s comparison of concepts (2004), demonstrates typical examples
of categorical types of performance contributing attributes that are knowledge, abilities,
skills, behavior or other characteristics. These are commonly known as KSAOs or
KSABs (Chong, Ho, Tan, Ng, 2001; Campion et al. 2011). In regards to KSAO’s,
Knowledge or understanding is a comprehension of information. These categories are
attained through experiences, thought, and active investigation. Competent ability is the
capacity to which mental and or physical tasks are performed well through experience.
Skills are a final result of the continual application of knowledge or ability. Altogether
these attributes construct behaviors that are the pattern of action and conduct an
individual exhibits (Trinder, 2008). The literature describes these attributes with a strong
correlation of behavior as a complete set of these observable instances.
Behavior plays an important role and towards creating leaders in job
competency (Crane, & Green, 2012; Pandya, 2014). However, the literature states
understanding that behavior can be due in part of external factors of stimulus. This is
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illustrated as individual reactions towards a specific external situation. Therefore,
reactions are subject to change more so than the previous attributes of knowledge and
skills. Because of the personal nature of knowledge and skills, individual behaviors can
shape the application of these attributes depending on external influences (Drisko, 2014).
However, direct links to overall primary behavior are still found within an individual’s
values, vision, organizational mission and strategy (Campion et al. 2011). From the
previous statement, competency is seen difficult to reliably measure based on individual
scores from a sample of task of responses. The economics in which tasks were tested
must be taken into account. Nevertheless, while competency is subject to change
depending on what transpires, individuals maintain a steady pattern of core behavior.
This behavior of knowledge, skills and abilities attributes is organized into
three category groups. These categories organize the level of depth and advancement in
attribute skill set regarding a specified task or job. Below, Trinder (2008) lists the next
three categories of competencies as mandatory competencies, core competencies and
optional competencies.
2.16.1 Mandatory Competencies
These are the personal, interpersonal, professional practice and business
competencies common to all organizations and compulsory for all workers. Two such
examples exist as behaviors in respects to a good work ethic and communications skills.
2.16.2 Core Competencies
These are comprised of the primary competencies that comprise an individual
chosen pathway on the professional level in a specific field of industry.
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2.16.3 Optional Competencies
These are any extra competencies that a professional might engage in from a
selected set, regarding the profession, for a very defined and niche pathway.

2.17 Summary of Competency Levels
Competency measures consist of having several levels or stages compiled in
sequence to create a competency path. The idea behind having multiple levels in a
competency scale is to gauge progress from the most basic level towards the most
advanced incumbents of employment, usually in management or a supervisory role
(Trinder, 2008). Competency paths from level to level are normally developed with types
of supervised documented experiences, a range of continuing professional benchmarks,
alongside maintaining all current competencies. These levels exist as a scale of six, being
the least number of stages, with two stages per level. The utmost lowest stage represents
incompetence (Chong, Ho, Tan, Ng, 2001). However, the number of levels in a
competency path can vary depending on the number of levels needed by the user of the
information. The following text is an example of what a six-stage, three-level, scale
might entail.
2.17.1 Competency Level One
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At competency level one, individuals can demonstrate knowledge and

conceptual understanding of industry principles; with anchor points of Incompetence and
Fundamental Awareness categories.

2.17.2 Competency Level Two
Competency level two focuses on the application of professional knowledge,
principles, strategies and techniques involved. Moreover, individuals should understand
and undertake procedures for a routine workload as well as use standard industry
technology; anchor points of Novice and Intermediate categories are featured.
2.17.3 Competency Level Three
At this level an individual can provide evidence of fit-for-purpose advice on
job requirements regarding clients as well as identify and assess client specifications.
Additionally, advanced industry technology, tools and procedures for assisting clients or
customers is used; with anchor points of Advanced and Expert categories (Trinder, 2008;
National Institute of Health, Human Resources.,
hr.od.nih.gov/workingatnih/competencies/proficiencyscale.htm; Chong, Ho, Tan, Ng,
2001).

2.18 Summary of Measuring Competency
In general, measuring for competency proves difficult, as precise target
proficiency levels will vary based on individual position and organizational needs.
Variables of culture and other non-observable mental experiences will skew analysis due
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to experience perception (Straka, 2004). An example would be that measuring
competency in itself would affect the competency being measured. Thus, there are certain
limitations as to what specific conclusions are derived from competency measurements
(Redmond, 2013). Fortunately, the literature does list consensus on proper methodology
for conducting measurements and the benefits of improving efficiency through
assessments (Straka, 2004; Trinder, 2008; Campion et al. 2011).
Valid assessments of competency are based on models measuring specific
competencies that include sub-competencies, behavioral antecedents, or cluster skill and
ability traits based on consensus of their value in regards to the competency being
measured (Campion et al. 2011). It is important to have a clear connection to a specific
competency, competency type, and or to its sub-competency parts when creating a
measuring tool. Items being measured must be explicit and relative to the competency in
question. Competence measures must always include supporting research for validation.
It is worthwhile to support competency measurements with other methods of
assessing performance within varying contexts. Additionally, within a given context,
several items of observations are preferred to any single one. Open and ambiguous
systems of qualitative data are the optimal method opposed to evaluating standard worker
situations (Drisko, 2014).
Competency can be measured in a variety of ways through formal or informal
means either qualitatively or quantitatively. Role-playing and other open and ambiguous
systems can better assess areas of knowledge, values, and skills. It should be taken into
account that competency modeling is based on a behavioral science and is an adaptive
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and iterative process (Cummings & Worley 2008; Shippmann, Ash, Battista, Carr, Eyde,
Hesketh, Sanchez, 2000). This is why varied assessments in contexts and multiple varied
items for these assessments are better preferred. Notwithstanding, assessments should of
course demonstrate a range of competence, from novice through expert. In the end,
assessment of competency should be able to measure developmental progression through
the use of competency levels to distinguish performance of different points amongst
individuals (Trinder, 2008). This set not only helps measure progression but also
promotes growth and eventual mastery while identifying weak points by setting
benchmarks.
Job competency is related to how well an individual can accomplish; the
execution of tasks, effectively dealing with people, and carrying out best actions to take
in a given situation. They are grouped into categories comprised of attributes and further
ordered into levels or stages. Competencies can then assessed by these stages in open and
complex situations. These types of situations help to better demonstrate an individual’s
ability to understand and interpret situations for the appropriate response.
Correspondingly, because job competency has strong ties with values and behavior, items
being measured must be clearly explicit and observable. Lastly, once findings are
assessed, they can be used to distinguish individuals, spot weaknesses in order to promote
and develop human capital.

2.19 Burnout, Occupational Justice, & Job Competency Correlation
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This section of the study examines the relationship between burnout,

occupational justice and job competency. The association between job burnout and
occupational justice will first be inspected. Afterwards, the study takes a closer look at
how job competency is affected. Later, the compromise between work, life and how
individuals sustain their physiological wellbeing is reviewed. The study goes further to
describe life spillover effects and what this means for individuals and their work in order
to discuss current work behavior and practices.

2.20 Burnout in relation to occupational justice
To establish relationships between burnout and occupational justice we must
inspect for overlapping features in both fields. Reviewing the first core dimension of
burnout, emotional exhaustion, links can be traced to matters of occupational stress. By
and large, emotional exhaustion typifies general outcomes exhibited in occupational
stress with symptoms of fatigue, depression, headaches, anxiety, and other psychosomatic
disorders. Studies conducted have demonstrated overlapping instances of emotional
exhaustion and occupational stress (Demerouti, Nachreiner, Bakker, Schaufeli, 2001).
Occupational distress can arise in matters of role ambiguity, overload, insufficiency, and
role boundaries (Kebelo, 2012). Two forms of occupational injustices are presented here
in dimensions of over and under-occupational imbalance as well as marginalization or
lack of autonomy in occupation (Townsend, Wilcock, 2004). High levels of occupational
role stressors are followed by low levels of job satisfaction (Schaufeli, Leiter, Maslach,
2009; Kebelo, 2012).
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The second dimension of burnout is depersonalization. It reflects instances of

occupational injustice and stress related to burnout as the injustice of alienation. Both
share feelings of meaninglessness with aspects of social aspects of distancing. These
experiences of meaninglessness, cynicism, and lack of interest are depictions of a
decreased sense of job satisfaction or engagement with work (Demerouti, Nachreiner,
Bakker, Schaufeli, 2001; Townsend, & Wilcock, 2004). Occupations that are favorable to
mental welfare are important for businesses, individual wellbeing, and the workforce in
the long run.
As a corollary, job satisfaction has always been associated to burnout.
However, there is speculation as to how it is specifically linked. Especially so within
individuals that maintain work engagement while exposed to high occupational stress
(Rothmann, 2008). Nonetheless, it is maintained that the basis of satisfaction is set in the
balance between work and personal hours (Snir, Harpaz, 2002). Experiences had in each
period of time will carry over into the next. This perpetuates and reinforces attitudes and
behavior through a cycle of spillover (Taneja, 2013). Additionally, it is how individuals
see themselves and how they learn to cope (Motowidlo, Manning, Packard, 1986). For
instances of burnout, occupational therapy may look towards analyzing clients through an
effort and reward model (Rafnsdottir, Heijstra, 2009). The picture of a struggle for
fulfillment, between balancing demands and resources, emerges (Van Vegchel, de Jonge,
Landsbergis, 2005). Hence, occupational justice affects job burnout after hours by
creating imbalances in the connections between work and life.
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2.21 Relation to Job Competency
As the imbalance between work and life increases, job competency is
sacrificed. This is observed in individuals who fail to perform or function correctly.
Beyond this, hindrances to their wellbeing these job competency is also affected by
external factors (Drisko, 2014, Campion et al., 2011). A main function of job competency
is performance behavior, which has been clearly framed through burnout. Stress or
imbalances, has a direct negative influence on behavior. This is manifested through
physical difficulties such as body fatigue or through other psychosomatic symptoms that
induce irritability and anger at the workplace (Demerouti, Nachreiner, Bakker, Schaufeli,
2001). Overlapping concepts related to job competency are job performance, wellbeing,
and job satisfaction. These concepts directly corresponds with work-life balance, which
this study reviews in the reading ahead.

2.22 Work-Life-Balance
Work-life balance is the desired state of harmony and equal balance reached by
an individual who is able to cope with the both the demands or stressors of their
professional incumbent and personal life (Rama Devi, & Nagini, 2013). Current practices
show that more people are inclined towards committing to stressful occupational
behavior in favor of working for the sake of working. It is a belief that workaholism is a
prerequisite to competing under current market conditions (Gini, 1998; Taneja, 2013;
Soyars, 2014). This preconception takes place at new heights achieved through
technology and the pace at which business is presently conducted. Demand increases may
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be too much for employees to effectively keep up with the rate of modern
communication. (Moshiri, & Simpson, 2011; Dennis & Gitlow, 2012; Taneja, 2013).
The modern workforce is prone to physiological afflictions due to overloading
and stress, as new demands need more time to be managed. While, most syndromes of
stress are reversible if workload is decreased, there remain many workers who fail to do
so (Tadic, Oerlemans, Bakker, & Veenhoven, 2013; Taneja, 2013). Today’s devices,
systems, and mechanisms cross personal lines from work into personal life creating
workload spillovers that seize up time from personal occupations (Thomée et al., 2011).
Facebook represents a social networking system which blurs the lines between work and
personal time, displacing boundaries and setting workers on an indefinite mental standby
(Mak, Chui, 2014). Though technologies like this may serve as a powerful business tool,
the ease of connectivity and the amount of retention places a continuous stress response
on employees. The time needed for rest and preparations never fully happens. Current
communication practices are comparable to working as an emergency medical dispatcher.
Behavior which keeps individuals working leave little room for family or self
development and lead to ill health, depression, and issues in self-esteem (ten
Brummelhuis, & van der Lippe, 2010).

2.23 Burnout, Occupational Justice & Competency Summary
Occupational justice impacts the physiological wellbeing of individuals and
places them at a higher risk for burnout. When individuals are stifled by a lack of
occupational rights or are under strain from job burnout, job competency is reduced. This
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is a result of limitations on behavior and the ability to function under less-than-ideal
instances. Because of high personal expectations in the rate that business is conducted,
organizations will set the tone for a negative work-life environment that will cost the
business in terms of quality work.

2.24 Hypotheses and Related Theories
OJ = Occupational Justice, B = Burnout, and C = Competency.
H1: Do high levels of OJ, increase levels of C and vice versa?
H2: Do high levels of OJ, reduce levels of B and vice versa?
H3: Do high levels of B, reduce levels of C and vice versa?
H4: Do high levels of B and low levels of OJ, reduce levels of C?
H5: Do high levels of OJ and low levels of B, increase levels C?
2.24.1 Hypothesis 1
Higher the Occupational Justice, higher is the Job Competency. Occupational
justice dictates that individuals ought to engage and choose fulfilling and meaningful
occupations free from physiological duress (Nilsson, Townsend, 2014). Competency is
the individual and observable attribute that assists in performance at a given moment.
Therefore, any physical or mental hindrances imposed could easily limit the amount of
competency observed. Because of the personal nature of knowledge and skills, individual
behavior competency depends on external influences as well (Drisko, 2014). External
influences include what levels of occupational justice are afforded to an individual.
Thusly, the higher the occupational justice, higher is the job competency.
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2.24.2 Hypothesis 2
Higher the Occupational Justice, lower is the Job Burnout. In employment,

occupational injustice occurs when incentives are not equal to rewards to a life worth
living in comparison to the amount of work produced (Townsend, 2003). This clearly
illustrates an example of high demands and low resources that correspond directly to the
definition of job burnout (Demerouti, Nachreiner, Bakker, Schaufeli, 2001; Rafnsdottir,
Heijstra, 2009). It is a common theme exhibited in all the occupational injustices. Job
burnout is a side effect of poor occupational justice. Therefore, the higher the
occupational justice, the lower the burnout.
2.24.3 Hypothesis 3
Higher the Burnout, lower is the Competency. In employment, occupational
injustice occurs when incentives are not equal to rewards to a life worth living in
comparison to the amount of work produced (Townsend, E., 2003). This clearly
illustrates an example of high demands and low resources that corresponds directly to the
definition of job burnout (Demerouti, Nachreiner, Bakker, Schaufeli, 2001; Rafnsdottir,
Heijstra, 2009). It is a common theme exhibited in all the occupational injustices. Job
burnout is a side effect of poor occupational justice. Therefore, the higher the
occupational justice, the lower the burnout.
2.24.4 Hypothesis 4 and 5
Based on previous hypotheses and the literature behind them, the study aims to
further research what extent each dimension play in altering competency levels with both
antecedents in working concert at different levels. Hypothesis four seeks to investigate
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whether High Burnout and low Occupational Justice, lowers Competency. Conversely,
Hypothesis five aims to elucidate the matter of High Occupational Justice and low
Burnout, heightens Competency. While both are thought to be true, the study put forth
looks for insights how each dimension effects one another when experienced in tandem.

2.24 Theoretical Framework
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Figure 5: Theoretical framework of occupational justice, job burnout, and job
performance competency.
	
  

	
  
CHAPTER 3
METHODOLOGY

This chapter presents the research methodology used in conducting the study.
With he specific instruments used to collect the data, including the methods implemented
to examine the validity and reliability of the instruments.

3.1 Research Design
Research has been set to measure the impact and cost of people’s driving
forces in today’s businesses. This is accomplished through measurement of a regional
sample in Bangkok, Thailand, using purposive random sampling. Bangkok was selected
because of its unique position in South East Asia’s emerging online market.
Questionnaires were devised in order to assess for workforce needs and
motivators against two aspects of workforce performance. Questionnaires focus on the
dimensions of job burnout as a moderator, job competency the dependent variable, with
occupational justice as an indicator of workforce needs. Occupational justice was selected
as a subject of interest as it is an excellent resource to convey business understanding as
to how staff can occupy their time in a healthy fashion while on or off the job. It is a
dimension that can be effectively measured with a human capabilities approach because
of overlapping concepts. Although a capabilities approach is an efficient means of
measuring occupational justice, the focus of the study ultimately lies in what is being
measured alongside perceived occupational justice. Questionnaires were conducted under
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the notion of a Bangkok work-environment census. This served as a powerful tool to
initiate dialogue on the cost effects in human capital as it was found more useful and
practical for respondents to fill out. In this way, respondents were better able to remain
unbiased towards occupational dialogue on a business level. Thus, a more objective and
valid evaluation could be attained. In order to check statistical reliability and further the
study, a test was first conducted with the initial thirty respondents. Once reliability was
secured, the study was advanced to cover the designated sample size of three hundred and
fifty respondents.

3.2 Sample Population
A sample of 350 respondents was determined through the formula of “n = N t2
p q / d2 (N-1) + t2 p q” from a related study investigating relationships between
organizational justice, commitment, burnout and job satisfaction (Karakus, Ustuner, &
Toprak, 2014). Respondents were identified through a network of Thai-based
professional websites listing small to medium sized Bangkok based businesses in the
human service industry. This industry was selected for its high levels of burnout based on
evidence provided by Christina Maslach’s prior studies of burnout (Schaufeli, Leiter, &
Maslach, 2009). The human service industry employs people from all manors of
profession. Such industries with diversity from groups from at least five separate
categories of work, paints a clearer picture of overall regional caveats. This business
demographic consists of middle to upper-middle class professionals, age twenties to
fifties. Significance of this population lies in a workforce of high technical skill and high
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purchasing power to shape economic outcomes. The population sample contains a diverse
range of employees from all manors of work and occupation for diversity. Multicultural
groups of people hold greater importance in the amount of range they lend to a study.
Moreover, respondents from this population are more inclined towards an international
mindset due to cultural exposure or international education. This is important to this
study, as instruments have been previously constructed for use on individuals of a more
global background. Especially, as the interviews and questionnaires had been conducted
in English. Once companies were identified, respondents were selected by heads of staff
or organizational leaders, and engaged in printed questionnaires or participated via email
questionnaires. Importance was then placed on ensuring respondents met work related
probationary conditions, and at the least held a level of novice competency, in order to
reduce skewed measures. The author made sure to screen and ascertain whether
respondents were able to represent the general population of Bangkok by job title.
Respondents were assured that all personal data collected would be strictly confidential.

3.3 Participants
Over half the respondents were female (53.8%), with a majority being single
(32.9%). Over half the respondents were Asian (54.5%), the majority of which being
Thai with (44.6%) being White defined by having origins of peoples of Europe, the
Middle East or North Africa. The largest group of respondents were from middle class
families (62.1%), aged 36-45 (44.5), had +7 years of experience (26%) with Graduate
degrees (41.2%), making above 55,000 THB monthly or around 2,000 USD or more
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(41.8%), while communicating with 81-100 percent of the colleagues (46.5%) and
commuting 30 mins to work (35.8%). The second largest group of respondents were from
upper-middle class families (26.3%), aged 35 and under (34.6%) had 3-5 years of
experience (23.1%) with Undergrad degrees (38.9%), making about 36,000-55,000 THB
monthly or around 1000-1500 USD or more (25.4%), while communicating with 61-80
percent of the colleagues (28.1%) and commuting 1 hour to work (28.3%).

	
  

	
  

Table 2: Demographic Characteristics of the Sample (N = 350)
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3.4 Research Instruments
A competency questionnaire was designed and developed to accompany and fit
two other measures in order to fulfill research goals. All three questionnaires consist of
self-evaluative English questions in order to provide a structure capable of being
translated towards several forms of employment. Job burnout is operationalized as a
moderator between occupational justice, through a capabilities approach, and job
competency. The third dimension of job competency secures corroboration of findings on
levels of occupational justice, enriches the literature of occupational justice and
capabilities approach while gauging business efficacy of the workforce being measured.
Data collection was carried out as a census on how Bangkok views the work-life balance
so respondents would be more inclined to answer honestly. Respondents were asked to
rate items from each dimension with supporting Likert scales. All outcomes, alongside
personal information for statistical and comparative analysis, provide a measure of
regional occupational justice and its effect on business through job burnout and
behavioral job competency. On completion of questionnaires, respondents were
instructed to provide their gender, social background, level of education, monthly salary,
communication levels, commute to work, and job position to prove whether or not they
worked in management. Research instruments can be seen in the appendix of the thesis.
3.4.1 Measuring Occupational Justice
Occupational justice was measured through the a scale based on the
“Investigating Choice Experiments Capability Measure for Adults (ICECAP-A) Scale”
which was originally developed by Amartya Sen (Sen, 1993) through the use of a
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capabilities approach. This multi-dimensional scale originally contained twenty items
with four items divided into five categorical attributes. It has since been reduced to five
items as a single point of neutrality for each attribute. These five attributes are as listed
as: One, feeling settled and secure; Two, love, friendship and support, Three, being
independent; Four, achievement and progress; And last we have five, enjoyment and
pleasure. The ICECAP-A is one of the most important and influential theoretical
contributions to understanding human welfare since the seventies (Vergunst, Jenkinson,
Burns, & Simon, 2014). Martha Nussbaum furthered this approach was for human rights
(Nussbaum, 1997). The capabilities approach refers to the alternative combination of that
which an individual might value and is capable of accomplishing should they wish to
(Sen, 1993). The significance of it is its emphasis on freedom of choice, individual
variance as well as the multi-dimensionality of welfare and well-being of one’s life. Its
importance lies in its ability to address personal well-being beyond just general aspects of
health. With Cronbach Alpha of .75 both economists and organizational decision makers
are comfortable with the scale.

Table 3: Cronbach's alpha of occupational justice through capabilities (N = 350)
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At present, it is a strong tool shaping ideas in the fields of health economics,

heath care (Coast, Smith, Lorgelly, 2008; Lorgelly, Lorimer, Fenwick, & Briggs, 2008;
Lorgelly, Monash University). It measures the capabilities of the average adult of
eighteen years and older and is helpful for use in economic assessments. (Al-Janabi,
Flynn, & Coast, 2012)
In this study, the significance of this scale lies in regards to its basis in a central
human capabilities framework (CHCF). Townsend describes that the CHCF is a desirable
measuring tool for examining instances of social inclusion and exclusion alongside
injustice and justice for those interested in occupational rights and justice. Its merits lie in
that it purposely takes a thorough approach to social aspects of inclusion and justice as it
overlaps the meaning, participation, choice and balance aspects which comprise
occupational justice as seen in figure 1. This ensures that it is applicable to all people
from different backgrounds. Its focus is on the ten central human entitlements which
includes the opportunities, resources and capacity for people to grow their basic abilities
to choose and create their will (Townsend, 2012).
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A measure with a CHCF framework determines what is afforded to people,

beyond background and circumstance on the basis of the following list below.

Table 4: Central Human Capabilities

1. Life
2. Bodily Health
3. Bodily Integrity
4. Senses, Imagination & Thought
5. Emotions
6. Practical Reason
7. Affiliation
8. Other Species
9. Play
10. Control over One’s Environment

Source: Townsend, E.A. (2012). Boundaries and bridges to adult mental health:
Critical occupational and capabilities perspectives of justice: 2010 Townsend
and Polatajko Lectureship. Journal of Occupational Science, 19, 8-24.
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3.4.2 Measuring Job Burnout
Burnout was measured through the The Oldenburg Inventory Questionnaire
(OLBI), Chronbach Alpha .87. The OLBI is a self-report questionnaire measuring
burnout consisting of sixteen statements about one’s feelings. It includes positively and
negatively framed questions to assess the two core attributes of burnout. Statements are
equally divided between these two categories. Eight statements are related to emotional
exhaustion, and eight to depersonalization. The answers are stated with a four degree
scale according to how often one experiences a particular feeling (from “strongly agree”
to “strongly disagree”).

Table 5: Cronbach's alpha of burnout (N = 350)
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3.4.3 Measuring Job Competency
A self-report scale was created and operationalized at Chronbach Alpha 7.8 as
a measure for competency. The environmental competency measure was developed to
encompass the three categories of job competencies as a whole; mandatory, core and
optional. The questionnaire was based on the comparison of competency evaluations
(Straka, 2004), the development of behavioral event interviews (McClelland, 1998;
Vathanophas 2007) alongside behavioral competencies (Spencer & Spencer, 1993;
Trinder, 2008: Shavelson, 2010). Eleven items were measured on a five-point Likert
response scale ranging from 1 (strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree). Items were
constructed using mandatory competencies from standards and practices of the United
Nations as a base as well as concepts from behavioral event interview (BEI). Examples
are listed as communication, teamwork, planning & organizing, accountability, creativity,
client orientation, and commitment to continuous learning, technological awareness (UN
Competencies for the Future, 2014).
In constructing the inventory items, deductive and inductive scale development
methods were used. Deductive processes took place through research and the literature
review portion of the study. The latter inductive scale development was conducted
through interviews with organizational leaders about their top performing employees.
Items were then operationalized into statements that were then administered to a subset of
competent individuals who were assessed for competency and then asked about the items.
Based on respondent feedback and factor analysis, items were cut or edited accordingly if
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they conceptually inconsistent or produced data of little value or added too much
variance. Lastly, items were then operationalized into eleven statements, alongside some
open questions to keep respondents answers truthful. Of the eleven statements, the
inventory contained one positively statement and one negatively worded statement.
Negatively worded statements would be adjusted inversely in the scoring. However, the
inventory refrained from excessive use of these types of statements and was built using
an overall neutral tone. In order to decrease personal bias, item statements were
constructed using external factors from the respondent. Quantifying factors, such as
amounts and frequency, which are socially observed, were included within the statements
so respondents could make assessments beyond their own bias. Scales were adapted to
incorporate behavior models from the literature review and set benchmarks to signify
levels of progression in order to assign degrees of competence. Questionnaires were
submitted to respondents with the understanding that their privacy and that of their
employers or associates would be secured and anonymous in the results. Interviews and
self-assessment questionnaires were conducted under the notion of a regional census of
modern work environment for impartial answers. In the development of this self
assessment measure, this competency model offers a description, detailed implementation
procedures, a review of psychometric properties with antecedents, highlights key
competency strengths and acknowledges salient challenges (Kaslow, Grus, Campbell,
Fouad, Hatcher, & Rodolfa, 2009)
The environmental competency measure (ECM) is used alongside capability
and burnout measures to assess effects to competency within workers from a given
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industry. It assesses competency in groups of staff from similar level positions within an
organization to be compared to levels of capabilities and burnout. The ECM is designed
to assess an individual’s strengths and areas for development relative to the competencies
for group roles. Indices are based on self-assessment and qualitative knowledge within an
organization. It can be used as a means to assess staff competencies and identify
individual strong performers, overall staff weaknesses, as well as favorable environments
and conditions which produce strong performers. When assessing worker competencies,
consistency is the focus of interest. The consistency in which a person demonstrates the
behavioral attribute clusters will indicate higher levels of competency. Performing
consistently is defined by behavior, which an individual does routinely in their day-today job. Merely having the ability to exhibit the behaviors, skills or traits, yet not
consistently exhibiting them, does not qualify as proof of competency.
Firmly grounded in theory and supported by the literature in competency, the
design of the measure was developed with occupational justice capabilities and burnout
as antecedents. It is based on research of competency literature, Gerald Straka’s European
Union comparison of competency assessment (2004), Hay group’s competency
assessment practices (2010) and policy from the United Nations on competency and
capabilities (2014). It was developed with the input and advice of individuals from
Bangkok’s business sector with Thai business practice in mind (Shippmann, Ash,
Battista, Carr, Eyde, Hesketh, & Sanchez, 2000; Campion Fink, Ruggeberg, Carr,
Phillips, Odman, 2011). Below is an explanation of Environmental Competency Measure.
Using the cited information above as well as in the measuring competency portion of the
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study, it details which competencies, capabilities and types of burnout are assessed in
each question and why. The following ahead reviews the ECM questionnaire in order.
1.ECM) Core competency of knowledge:
I have a clear understanding of the company’s
mission and where it is heading in the future.
The ECM questionnaire begins with the first question, which addresses the
Core competency of knowledge. Specifically, it checks individual knowledge of
profession by gauging corporate organizational knowledge. Additionally, It assesses
environmental coping through capability indicators of Feeling Settled and Secure and the
burnout index of Disengagement. The question is verified by writing a sentence which is
then checked against the given company mission or statement for corroboration.
2.ECM) Organizational Knowledge:
A majority of people from work will seek
me out for my opinion in company matters.
The second question addresses optional competencies of organizational
knowledge. It analyzes ability to make Industry decisions while evaluating
communication skills that include overall persuasiveness and advocating for others. It is
linked to Degrees of Love, Friendship and Support on capability index because of the
social aspects which precede the question while further capabilities in Achievement and
Progress are gauged as optional competencies can only be cultivated by strengthening
mandatory and core competencies. Dimensions of Disengagement and Exhaustion in
burnout are inspected to evaluate whether workers suffer from cynicism in social
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scenarios. By listing names of co-workers able to provide sound advice, organizational
common knowledge arises in regards to whom is thought to command the highest levels
of organizational acumen and knowledge. Names can then be tallied, totaled, and
checked against answers given.
3.ECM) Adaptability:
My day is easily kept planned and organized.
This question analyzes workers for mandatory competencies in
adaptability skill traits of organization and time management. It is rooted in capability
indices of Feeling Settled and Secure and Being Independent as antecedents to evaluating
self-efficacy towards work tasks. Moreover, burnout disengagement is also considered an
antecedent to the question as it frames workers internal locus of control and analyzes
their Ability in Creative Problem Solving and Decision Making. This is question is then
checked by supervisors or peer review with organizational records of worker
performance alongside task deliverables.
4.ECM) Problem Solving and Creativity:
My work is difficult to manage when things don’t go as plan.
Question four checks for mandatory competencies in personal adaptability
as well as creativity skill traits. By using capability antecedents of Feeling Settled and
Secure and Being Independent, alongside burnout antecedents of exhaustion, worker’s
abilities towards organization and time management can be evaluated. Creative Problem
Solving and Decision Making is an essential trait for any workforce. Ratings are verified
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by providing written evidence to be confirmed by supervisors alongside previous
organizational records of worker performance.
5.ECM) Technology and Advanced Methods:
I am able to use many forms of technology and tools at their best to do my job.
Question five uses a negative response and is adjusted later in scoring.
This assesses Optional competencies demonstrating worker ability in using advanced
methods to complete job tasks and Creative Problem Solving. With the workplace
becoming more innovative, the United Nations place great attention on technological
awareness and ability. Capability antecedents of Feeling Settled and Secure and Being
Independent as well as burnout antecedents of Disengagement are used as a basis to
evaluate the ability to acquire technological skills. Listing the use of technologies in the
job role provides supporting evidence.
6.ECM) Social Skills:
I have close social relations with most people I interact with at work.
The sixth question tests Mandatory competencies of personal Social skills
in Advocating for others and the ability of Collaboration. Antecedents with indices of
capability in Love Friendship and Support and burnout in Disengagement and Exhaustion
will serve as benchmarks as to how workers are able to interact socially. By workers
providing a list of preferred people to work with, patterns emerge as to who is most
competent in dealings with others coworkers.
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7.ECM) Collaboration, Leading and Developing Others:
I find enough time to help others with their workload on top of mine.
Optional competencies in work ethics of Collaboration, Leading and

Developing others are evaluated with this question. Here, indices of managerial
organization are observed while using capability antecedents of Feeling Settled and
Secure and Love Friendship and Support with burnout antecedents of Exhaustion.
Evidence is produced through workers citing colleagues whom are helpful. With
information provided, high performing employees can be reckoned.
8.ECM) Innovation:
I further the development of my job role by
creating new procedures to reduce inefficiency.
Here innovation is tested through performance in developing
organizational policy and procedures. Optional competencies in more advanced levels of
Creative Problem Solving and Decision-making are demonstrated while holding people
accountable to procedures. Capability antecedents of Achievement and Progress in job
roles are a point of focus. Burnout antecedents consist of Exhaustion and Disengagement
as an indicator of ability towards work commitment. Providing written evidence as to
what assistance was developed supports ratings.
9.ECM) Progress and Advancement:
Over time, all of my daily tasks have become easier.
Question Nine centers around Worker Progress and the advancement of
Core competencies in integrity to consistently perform. Using capability antecedents of
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Feeling Settled and Secure alongside Achievement and Progress with burnout
antecedents of Exhaustion Indices of core tasks are observed. Ratings are verified by
providing written evidence to be confirmed by supervisors alongside previous
organizational history of worker performance and current performance levels.
10.ECM) Professionalism:
Everyone I interact with is satisfied with my performance.
Question ten tests is a positively framed statement with mandatory
competencies in social professionalism and individual bearing through a scope of genuine
interest in developing others and the self. Here, the advancement of knowledge and
ability of communicating core competencies to others is assessed. Moreover, core tasks
are observed under the capability antecedents’ lens of Love Friendship and Support
alongside Achievement and Progress. Disengagement and Exhaustion from burnout are
antecedents used to gauge disinterest in participation due to symptoms of illness and
cynicism associated with burnout. By holding people accountable, workers will provide
information of who they believe to be top performers in the company. This information
can then be counted and operationalized as performance indicators to workers with high
levels of competency in social aspects of industry core competencies.
11.ECM) Advanced Organizational Understanding:
A majority of people I interact with at work
turn to me when they need a problem solved.
The final question assesses optional competencies in advanced
organizational understanding and the ability to provide sound advice and make business
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decisions. Capability antecedents of Love Friendship and Support, Being Independent
alongside Achievement and Progress are used. Worker’s progression of industry
knowledge alongside social aptitude towards developing and advocating for others are
assessed. Burnout antecedents of Disengagement and Exhaustion are used to measure
levels of engagement in social occupations in regards to leading others, collaboration,
Creative Problem Solving and Decision Making. Performance indicators will be based on
information provided by workers listing those in the company most helpful when solving
a problem.
In each company setting, tests were administered only to staff of same level
positions in order to guarantee an average competency score within the organization
could be produced without skewing or producing outliers from poor sample selections.

3.5 Instrument Pretest and Validity
Instrument pretesting shows that both the ICECAP-A and OLBI Instruments
have undergone previous testing in their respective fields of research. The factorial
validity of the OLBI has been confirmed in studies conducted in different countries and
when compared against other burnout inventories (Demerouti & Bakker, 2008;
Demerouti, Mostert, Bakker, 2010; Qiao, Schaufeli, 2011). Similarly, overall scores from
newer ICECAP-A inventory presents a strong corroboration of satisfactory results when
compared to other measures of living standards and well-being. It is a reliable tool for
measuring wellbeing (King, 2014). When constructing the environmental competency
measure, questions items were based on the literature review and were fine tuned with
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feedback and the professional advise of five business owners in different fields of
industry. When compared against prior business documentation and employer
observation, measurement outcomes were deemed sufficiently reliable to continue
research as a measure for behavioral job competency. A preliminary reliability
assessment was conducted for competency with the first 30 respondents at three separate
companies, ten different employees per company.

Table 6: Initial Cronbach's alpha of Environmental Competency (N = 30)
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3.6 Instrument Limitations
OLBI and ICECAP-A both prove to be effective tools that offer rich insight
and informative data. They are proven methods of assessment through strong correlation
to their related fields of studies. However, although the behavioral job competency
questionnaire is based on correlating patterns within the literature on how measures
should be made and what they should measure, further research is required to evaluate
effectiveness under different scenarios taking into account the Jaggedness Principle.
Nevertheless, tests so far have been positive. However, the respondent should take notice
that all instruments do have their limitations under misinterpretation of statements.
Moreover, the unique professional culture of Bangkok being and international and
multicultural hub may be of concern in that these western developed measures do not
translate well in Thailand. Nevertheless, while links are shown to exist between all three
dimensions, true understanding beyond a precise and singular moment may remain
uncertain. Lastly, it is always important to remember that while the psychometric
properties of self-assessment questionnaires are a reliable technique in producing
consistent results over short time periods, the evidence of self-assessment validity is
mixed due to respondent personal experience (Ross, 2006).

3.7 Data Procedures
Using exploratory analysis, all data was encoded and interpreted using SPSS to
review variable correlations. The study uses a centered variable moderation design and
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regression analysis to evaluate the research model, and avoid issues of collinearity
according to Aiken & West (1991), Enders, & Tofighi, (2007). SPSS is an industry
standard for the application of statistical analysis in social sciences. The program was
best suited to determine descriptive statistics, bivariate statistics as well as predictions for
numerical outcomes and predicting identifying groups for factor analysis. Regulating the
quality of data, SPSS factor analysis was conducted on the competency measure to
ascertain item statement groups and better understand competency influencers. Two
major factor motivators to competency were found and item 5, the ability to use many
forms of technology, was removed from the ECM as it had the least amount of affect
within the inventory. Factor analysis is conducted to edit measures of conceptually
inconsistent items. The inventory was first tested for validity and then compared against
the workforce of each of first five companies’ respondents for additional testing.
Reliability for the ECM scale with item 5 removed and two factors was tested with item
strength and inter-item correlation in mind. Item 4, problem solving, is intentionally left
to balance the ECM second factor. Item 10, professional interaction, was also
intentionally left to better understand overall respondent sociability and self-perception.
The two major factor motivators for competency were organizational collaboration and
task management.

3.8

Summary of Methodology
A sample population of Bangkok, Thailand’s, middle class professionals was

chosen as it represents a portion of the community with enough social leverage and
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access to resources to influence community, perceptions, and business. This demographic
is internationally diverse, removing itself from a single cultural outlook towards Bangkok
and its workplace environment. This encompasses a broader selection of respondents as
well as a better selection for instruments devised for western cultures. These instruments
are the ICECAP-A measuring for human capabilities, the OLBI measuring for burnout
and an independent scale constructed to fit both measures would gauge job behavioral
competency. These instruments consist of items which respondents were asked to rate on
Likert scales. Data presentation is provided in the next chapter.

	
  

	
  
CHAPTER 4
DATA ANALYSIS AND FINDINGS

This chapter reviews statistical data analysis from chapter three. Data was
collected, analyzed and interpreted to determine the accuracy of the hypotheses stated in
chapter two upon moderated relations between occupational justice, burnout, and their
effect on competency. 350 surveys were distributed and responded to by Bangkok
businesses that employ both Thai and foreign nationals. Data presented here is used to
answer research questions.

4.1 Exploratory Factor Analysis
Exploratory factor analysis was used to identify relationships between items
and part of any unified concepts; in this case competency. This statistical method was
used to analyze the ECM in order to identify meaningful variables. In a study, this may
reduce the number of variables making measures shorter and help identify underlying
variable factors that add depth to how measure items are related. The key concept of
factor analysis is that multiple observed variables have similar patterns of responses
because they are all associated with a latent (i.e. not directly measured) variable. Their
association with an underlying latent variable, the factor, is not easily measured (Reise,
Waller, & Comrey, 2000; DeCoster, 1998) but allows for understanding items in terms of
respondent perception and helps further determine important aspects to the study (Cattell,
& Tsujioka, 1964).
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Table 7: Initial KMO and Bartlett’s test of ECM

Testing explains Factor Loading > 0.5, with 0.5 < KMO < 1, Bartlett's Test
with Sig < 0.05, Total Variance Explained > 50% and an Eigenvalue > 1. Preliminary
independent variables are listed as: Core competency of knowledge, Organizational
Knowledge, Adaptability, Problem Solving and Creativity, Technology and Advanced
Methods, Social Skills, Collaboration, Leading and Developing Others, Innovation,
Progress and Advancement, Professionalism, and Advanced Organizational
Understanding. This first table of factor analysis illustrates KMO and Bartlett’s Test of
Sphericity. The sig 0.05 < KMO = 0.843 < 1 indicates that factor analysis fits the data.
Significance is = 0.000 < 0.05 demonstrating that observed variables are inter-correlated
with one another as a whole. However, an overview of the initial total variance explained
in table five below shows two factors extracted. Meaning that two factors exhibited
eigenvalues greater than 1. The rotation of sums of squared loadings goes on to state that
a two factor solution is responsible for both the common and total variance constituting

	
  

	
  
48.955% of the total variance. Further understanding is drawn from the rotated
component matrix by evaluating items for significance and measure contribution.
Table 8: Total Variance and Rotated Component Matrix
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The rotated component matrix makes for ease of analysis interpretation. The
loading factors for variables i7ECM2 Organizational Knowledge and i11ECM6 Social
Skills are operated by a single factor (Engagement with Others) that retains the larger
portion of significant variance. However, both factors show i10ECM5 Technology and
Advanced Methods does little to overall measure contribution and so was removed for
purposes of further factor analysis as seen below. Table seven depicts, 0.5 < KMO =
0.830 < 1 mean factor analysis is appropriate. Sig = 0.000 < 0.05 demonstrates observed
variables are correlated. Total variance explained results illustrate a cumulative % of
variance at 51.378% > 50% with ten items accounting for 51% of the variance. Rotated
component matrix depicts a two-component solution with the second factor of task
management being a smaller three-item list comprised of:
i8ECM3: Adaptability
- My day is easily kept planned and organized.
i14ECM9: Progress and Advancement.
- My work is difficult to manage when things don’t go as plan.
i9ECM4: Problem Solving and Creativity.
- Over time, all of my daily tasks have become easier.
The second factor is only comprised of three items, yet the author deemed the
value of its importance high in regards to measuring competency. All in all, two major
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factor motivators to competency were found. Item 5, the ability to use many forms of
technology, was removed from the ECM as it had the least amount of affect within the
inventory. Factor analysis helped edit the Environmental Competency Measure of
conceptually inconsistent items. The inventory was then subject to rigorous testing, first
for validity, which was then be compared against the workforce of each of first five
companies’ respondents for additional testing.

Table 9: Second case of KMO and Bartlett’s test of ECM

	
  

	
  

Table 10: Name Factor Analysis
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4.2 ECM Reliability
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Reliability for the ECM with two factors was tested with item strength and

inter-item correlation in mind. Item 5 was removed as a variable with the least amount of
influence. Although the author kept item 4, problem solving, to balance the ECM’s
second factor while Item 10, professional interaction, was also retained to better
understand overall respondent sociability and self-perception. Beyond these items, further
reductions to the scale were concluded with an overall scale reliability of Chronbach’s
Alpha .82. The discovery of two major factor motivators for competency, organizational
collaboration and task management, sheds light on how to better cultivate competent
environments in regards to occupational justice.

Table 11: ECM Chronbach’s Alpha

	
  

	
  

4.3 Variable Correlation
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The following table represents the correlations between variables of

occupational justice, burnout, and competency. It includes mean scores and centered
scores as required in order to mitigate collinearity (Aiken, West, & Reno, 1991). In
regards to competency, both fields of occupational justice and burnout correlate with Sig
.000. However, an interesting item to take note of is that statistical significance drops in
the extra added variable of occupational justice and burnout (cap-olbi ) combined and
centered.

Table 12: Variable Correlation
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4.4 Regression Interaction Analysis
The following tables present a comparison different regression between
variables and centered variables as reported by Aiken & West (1991).

Table 13: Centered Variable Regression
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By centering variables, collinearity is mitigated and significance levels are

justified. However, both regression models hold low-r-square values, which accounts for
the variance. This is not to be confused with the predictive ability. R-Square can often be
lower, especially when dealing with psychology or psychometrics that demonstrate how
people’s perceptions vary. This is demonstrated in an example put forward by the
academic website “research gate” and thus the following statement is set.
y1 = b0 + b1x + 1*e
y2 = g0 + g1x + 3*u
The statement proposes whether r-square should matter if both e and u are
normally distributed with a mean of zero and SD of 1, meaning that b1 = g1. This puts rsquare from the y1 equation much higher than the r-square from the y2 equation. Should
x change by any unit then y1 and y2 will change by equal amount of units (Researchgate
Low R squared values). The slope of x will remain equal in both equations; yet prediction
error will be higher in the second. Therefore, it is observed that importance is placed on
having a consistent estimator (Bedeian, & Mossholder, 1994).
With all initial groundwork completed, variable correlations were established,
variance was accounted for and regression analysis was understood. A scatterplot was
then created in SPSS to map out interaction between variables of Occupational Justice,
Competency and Burnout with regression lines. This scatterplot is listed on the next page
as figure 6, illustrating the interaction between variables based on data from 350 Bangkok
respondents. Accordingly, analysis is further reviewed in the following text.
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Figure 6: Regression Scatterplot of Occupational Justice (cCap) Competency (ECM)
and Burnout moderator (OLBI)
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The result of Figure 6 demonstrates moderated multiple regression (MMR)

interaction between occupational justice though capabilities and competency. Each
Interaction was mapped onto a scatterplot graph to be reviewed. Competency (ECM), the
dependent variable, was measured on axis Y marking possible scores listed in tens. It can
be noted that instances of competency below 24 can be considered less relevant to
correlation. Occupational justice (cCAP), the predictor independent variable, was
measured through capabilities centered is listed on the X-axis. Grouping instances into 3
levels of burnout moderates MMR Interaction: Low, Moderate, and High. Here burnout
(OLBI_GROUP) serves as the predictor moderator.
By finding the square root of each r-square linear category of burnout,
correlations are calculated. Interaction between occupational justice and competency for
people with high burnout (0.289) calculates with the highest correlation of all three levels
of burnout with 0.537. The second highest interaction is observed in people experiencing
low burnout (0.138) with a correlation of 0.371. The last interaction is seen in moderate
burnout (0.047) with lowest correlation levels of 0.216. The scatterplot indicates good
linear relationship between occupational justice and competency. Variable interaction
clearly depicts associations between in all three groups of burnout but less regression in
competency for people experiencing moderate burnout. Immediately we see a unique
development and clear slope upwards in burnout and competency with more occupational
justice. The scatterplot illustrates that people with high occupational justice, exhibit equal
displays of high competency levels alongside burnout.
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4.5 Findings
H1: High levels of OJ, increases levels of C and vice versa. This is true, all
data collected in the study shows this to be accurate and supports this hypothesis.
Occupational justice can be observed through spillover effects from life environments to
work and vice versa. Competency can be cultivated through maintenance of a
respondent’s subjective well-being (Mohan & Suppareakchaisakul, 2014; Drisko, 2014).
H2: High levels of OJ, reduces levels of B and vice versa. This is false as
higher levels of occupational justice not only correlated with increased competency but
also with people who experience high burnout. The tendency to burnout is directly related
to competent workers with high levels of occupational justice.
H3: High levels of B, reduces levels of C and vice versa. This is false, as
competent workers push themselves to their limits in order to reach new levels of
competency. Those with low levels of burnout are prone to complacency. H4: High levels
of B and low levels of OJ, reduces levels of C. This is false, despite a downward slope in
competency, higher competence level is maintained regarding scatterplot position in this
instance of low occupational justice. Nonetheless, it should be noted that the correlation
between burnout and competency remains the same.
H5: High levels of OJ and low levels of B, increases levels C. This is false, as
people tend to be compliant and they need to be challenged in order to succeed. A
moderate amount of burnout and occupational justice creates an environment for the least
change in competency.
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4.6 Analysis Summary
Using exploratory analysis, all data was encoded and interpreted using SPSS to
review variable correlations. SPSS is an industry standard for the application of statistical
analysis in social sciences. The program was best suited to determine descriptive
statistics, bivariate statistics as well as predictions for numerical outcomes and predicting
identifying groups for factor analysis. Regulating the quality of data, SPSS factor analysis
was conducted on the competency measure to ascertain item statement groups and better
understand competency influencers. The inventory was first tested for validity and then
compared against the workforce of each of first five companies’ respondents for
additional testing. Reliability for the ECM scale with item 5, the ability to use many
forms of technology, removed and two factors was tested with item strength and interitem correlation in mind. Item 4, problem solving, is intentionally left to balance the
ECM second factor. Item 10, professional interaction, was also intentionally left to better
understand overall respondent sociability and self-perception. The two major factor
motivators for competency were organizational collaboration and task management. The
resulting scatterplot created indicates good linear relationship between occupational
justice and competency. Variable interaction clearly depicts associations between in all
three groups of burnout but less so in competency for people experiencing moderate
burnout. Immediately we see a clear slope upwards in burnout and competency with more
occupational justice. Thus the more occupational justice an individual possesses, the
more likely they will experience higher levels of burnout and competence and vice versa.

	
  

	
  
CHAPTER 5
DISCUSSION

This chapter reviews the statistical data analysis from chapter four. It presents
a summary, discussion, other findings, study limitations and future recommendations.
Reviewing the process of analysis and data findings based upon the data presented in
chapter four. This chapter will summarize and conclude the key findings from the study
in regards to interaction hypothesis stated in chapters one and two.

5.1 Hypothesis Summary
Figure 6 illustrates the following through the r-square of each burnout (OLBI)
group. From top to bottom, interactions are read as follows:
1. The correlation between occupational justice and competency is 0.537 for
people with high burnout as a moderator. Higher levels of occupational justice create for
competency as well as burnout.
2. The correlation between occupational justice and competency is 0.216 for
people with moderate burnout as a moderator. The least amount of change is seen in this
category. It appears that burnout is the most closely tied to personality traits and how
individuals perceive, not only, their station in life but also their likelihood to achieve
competence.
3. The correlation between occupational justice and competency is 0.371 for
people with low burnout as a moderator. People with high occupational justice retain
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burnout, as it tends to be a personality trait more than an environmental consequence.
Those of low competence tend to be experience less burnout as they are not strictly aware
of what they are incompetent of.

5.2 Implications and Ideas
The ability to track competency based on environmental scans of occupational
justice and burnout opens up the possibility of optimizing any business. Such scans could
effectively pinpoint the most stressful jobs within an organization while also identifying
which workers would be best suited for the incumbency. It can further work optimization
by separating the workforce based on scan results for highest satisfaction and competency
levels. Moreover, it can differentiate driven innovators in an organization, whom may
need extra support, apart from more replaceable staff with less burnout. Ultimately,
people are the life force behind any business. By developing tools to scan competency we
may eventually be able to predict the likelihood for success in new businesses when
evaluating for stock or investment.

5.3 Other Findings
While developing a competency scale that was versatile and robust enough to
translate through various different industries or occupations, two major factors that make
people competent are organizational collaboration and task management. During
exploratory factor analysis, technology was not found to be a good predictor in
competency. It was understood that people with low levels of occupational justice would
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be less competent. However, highly competent and driven workers appear to exhibit high
levels of burnout despite having high levels of occupational justice. Thinking of burnout
and stress as a means to cultivate competency explains this observation as to how
professionals develop their skills and abilities. Clearly there are causal effects in
satisfaction, occupational stress, burnout, and work engagement (Rothmann, 2008).
Lastly, it was found that competent individuals make those around them also more
competent as was discovered during interviews with employers of smaller offices. This
not only corroborates concepts behind organizational collaboration as a factor of
competency but introduces the idea of emotional response towards group interaction to
raise individual subjective well-being and general self-efficacy (Mohan, and
Suppareakchaisakul, 2014).

5.4 Limitations of present study
Due to the psychometric constraints of the study, at present it can only measure
a moment of competency. It is not to be used as tool for hiring but only assessing the
competency health of staff already employed. It should be remembered that competency
is the ability to perform on a daily basis. Moreover, self-report psychometric scales are
notoriously difficult on the consensus of reliability as stated in Drisko (2014). Therefore,
future study over a large course of time is recommended. The study focuses on the
development of a scale capable of assessing competency in an assortment of businesses,
however due to time constraints, over half of the respondents were from the education
sector due to their willingness to set aside time to fill out surveys.
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5.5 Conclusion
While it was hypothesized that people with low levels of occupational justice
would be less competent, surprise stands that highly competent and driven workers
appear to exhibit high levels of burnout despite having high levels of occupational justice.
It is observed that, alongside burnout, high occupational justice levels serves as a good
indicator of competency. Burnout can be used as an indicator to construct policy in order
to leverage competency. This means that shaping work environments and culture is
possible through changes in how occupations are engaged. This is achieved by altering
methods of actions and engagement towards an ideal norm within a specific sociohistorical context of a region (Nussbaum, 2006b; Nussbaum, 2011; Townsend, 2012;
Forgeard, Jayawickreme, Kern, & Seligman, 2011). Unfortunately, competent workers
are predisposed towards burnout. Ultimately, the assessment of any economic
development cannot be divorced from the lives of the people that create it (Sen, 2005;
Stiglitz, Sen, & Fitoussi, 2009).
People are difficult to change and burnout to each individual is a personal part
of who they are. While changing environments can relieve some burnout within a
workforce, the end results define competent people as people who push themselves
further than others despite circumstance. Like an engine, the faster performing, the more
cumulative heat. Clearly there are causal effects in satisfaction, occupational stress,
burnout, and work engagement (Rothmann, 2008).
It could be argued that competency is more prevalent in privileged groups of
society with high levels of occupational justice. This demographic is able to overcome
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burnout through access to occupational justice making them more prone to success.
However, need theory dictates this as only true if they already possess ideal traits
associated with professionals that push them towards both burnout and achievement.
Nonetheless, these traits are undoubtedly inherent within certain people and fluctuate
with their personal sense of work-life balance. In general, it is a dissonance in people’s
ability to manage their work-life balance, which leads to burnout. Typically, it is highly
driven individuals who will run themself into “Karoshi”, the Japanese word for death-byoverwork. Currently, this negative trend seems embedded into current socio-cultural
norm as greater value is placed on professional rather than personal well-being.
Beyond understanding these types of workforce behaviors, environmental
scans of burnout and occupational justice will grant employers a clearer picture of how to
manage workforce strengths and capabilities. Nevertheless, it should be remembered that
much of occupational justice relies on an individual’s self-perception, which can be
changed through altering work environments and social norms.
As the advance of burnout continues, tools like the one in this study will help
identify problems in workers before business costs can be incurred, whether it’s an office
flu or a department strike. Tools can be used to gauge how staff copes with their
economy of life and how it affects the company’s competencies. The present study offers
evidence for the reliability and construct validity of new instruments that assess
competency using occupational justice and burnout as antecedents. The Environmental
Competency Measure is a strong and powerful tool for measuring competency and talent.
The ECM captures a picture of business health illustrating staff ability to drive future
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growth for an organization. We hope that the present study encourages the use of the
ECM alongside other instruments and studies to better understand competency and worklife balance. Burnout is an indication of competent people.

5.6 Recommendation
By developing occupational justice programs, competency will increase, but
not necessarily rule out burnout as a part of the work-life experience. However, it is the
author’s recommendation that burnout not be viewed as an entirely negative concept but
as an indicator of highly competent individuals lacking the proper motivation or means to
cope. Attempting to remove all burnout can lead to complacency. Instead, information
and support on how to deal with burnout should be made readily available throughout an
organization. Focus should be made on providing group capabilities in order to
strengthen communications and competency throughout the entirety of the workforce.
Moreover, standard operating procedures and training should be developed from insights
gained through environmental scans in order to better support employees. Further
analysis and understanding of business spaces through a lens of occupational justice is
recommended. Individuals are looking for capabilities, which they may not find at home.
Competence and talent can be strengthened through adjustments to work environments,
promoting work-life balance. Changes like this are an ongoing process mired in the
complexities of life. It is the author’s recommendation that much further study is needed
on how competency is spread and distributed throughout staff alongside the nuances of
how occupational justice is linked to competency.
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Table 14: Correlations of ICECAP-A scale scores with selected living standards and
wellbeing measures
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Scale 1: ICECAP-A measure V2
Source: Al-Janabi, H., N Flynn, T., & Coast, J. (2012). Development of a self-report
measure of capability wellbeing for adults: the ICECAP-A. Quality of Life
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Scale 2: Oldenburg Burnout Inventory
Source: Demerouti, E., Mostert, K., Bakker, B.A. (2010). Oldenburg Burnout Inventory.
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